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AN ORAL/AURAL TERMINAL FACILITY

D. T. CLEMENTS
COAST CONMUNITT COLLEGE DISTRICT, COSTA MESA, CA 92626

ABSTRACT: The Coast Community College distri is currently in the developmental stage of coqfiguring a
telephone-to-computer "Oral/Aural" terminal f ity which uses both Synthesized Voice Output and Voice
Recognition technologies. The Voice Output side of the facility is Row installed within the Administra-
tive On-line System. Lt interfaces with touch-tone input to provide query capabi}ities for Counselori
and.otherdistrict officials. the plan, of course, is to eliminate the touch-toU; constraint and allow
the, users to vocally specify their commands. This paper deals with the district's experience to date,
as well as the current developTental concepts.

1. INTRODUCTION

As we trace through the evolution of data
,procssing, it is interesting to consider the
growth of man-machine communications, for it
is a mutation in which than has Been ever-
dominant. Instead of yielding to the malitine's
native tongue of endlessones and zeros,, e
have cultivated numdroug translators,
interpreters and decoding devices to bring the
machine close tp our dialogues, thought
processes and perception. The evenvial Ultimate
in communication is unknown. 'However, a facility
which allows man. the comfort of "conVersingy
with,the machine.via his oral and aural (hearing)
senses is now close to a reality. '

Audio response or "talking" systems are not
new. Voice Output became a practical reality in

1

the mid 1960s and enjoyed'a mild spurt of
popularity. These early implementations (which
for the sake of later:delineation might be
termed TraditionalAudio Response) were
composed of sophisticatedstoragsystems which
were "loaded" with pre-recorded syllables,
words, phrases or perhaps,full paragraphs.
Each,"sound unit" was addressable. A host

- program then wouldissue a requestfor a
particular unit and it would be output or more
properly, "played;'. In general, it was an
analog procedure.

v

' 'A more recent development' is the Voice
Synthesizer. This equipment differs from the
Traditional Audio Response systems in that !
there ate qo pre-stored, pre - recorded sounds.
It reacts only to digital excitement. The host,

program determines the phonetic structure-of
its output by means of a vocabulary lookup
procedure or pronunciation algorithm and sends
a binary string of appropriate Pronunciation
-codes to the device for articulation:, Figure one

is presented to illustrate the difference
between the two Voice Output techni4ues.

Voice Synthesis provides many advantages
over the mentioned traditional systems, the
most notable of *high is that there is no limit
on vocabulary size. Word/pronunciation tables
can be easily stored on disk. The structure
used at the Coast Community,pllege district uses'
an ENVIR0/1 Byte-string file and accommodates
the area of_ 8000-10,000 words with. their
,phonetic codings per cylinder of 3550 disk.
Another attractive feature is that alr.intpr4
active procedure may be quickly developed to add
or refine vocabulary\as

1

it is being' accessed by
othertas4. 0

PROGRAM

determines AUDIO RESPONSE N
16G 'Amber SELECT MSG n L----

pre-recorded -
4

TRADITIONAL
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phrases,

pararraphs
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The'ability to Oynanically create sentences
within p host program must be considered a
valuable asset. That is, constant text may be

spliced' wth variable data to create a merlingful'
output ste .

Perhaps the'most convincing argument in
favor of Voice Synthesis is its economy. The

distriet currently uses a synthesPzer called
VOTRAX: It is a product. of the Vocal Division
of the Federal Screw WorkS and may be purchased

for $350044000,. It is well under the cost of -2

the other Traditional Audio Response units
comparable to IBM's 7770 which starts at a
560,000 figure and can go as high as $230,000.

The history of Voice Reeggnition is mainly
all research and experimental systems. The

objective seems to be a truly cognitive facility
capable of distinguishing all words, their
meanink and the context_ in which they have been ,

used - to respond to unconstrained speech.in a
natural language. The research continues today.
AdvanCes in the art of pattern, recognition
and natural language processinghave undoubtedly
begn'helpful, but there are still many
obstaclis which need to be overcome. However,

there are a few commercially available systems
which are recent "spin -off' results from this
research and.within certain applIcations they are

an attractive input device. In the early months

of 1976, systems capable of recognizing any-
where from 16 to 144 words are in commercial
servicefrom a handful of venders'. (IBM, by

the way: is rushing to join this market. They

have had an experimental program since 1972.
Supposedly, the goal of their effoz't is a voice,

driven typewriter system capable of delivering

rough, first-draft-type documents.()

Aside rom the obvious edmmunicatfon
advantages, computer voice-input Offers some

Cher assets which might not be thought,gf

4 ediately >s One of these is that as a

cleA is Ubsy 2Qputting vocally,. her hands
are fe4e to work ith source material -
whereas in the traditional on-li e data entry
situatiog-her hands were needed y the tele-

11
, typeuxit4r.onsider also tha Voice entry

1

minimizes perpnel raining an may eliminate

the requirement fpf he cle t have typing

skills'. . .
'

The.district has recently pr curred a VE 200

Voice Recognition, System ftom th ,Perception .

Technology Corporation. tnits rrent %tate,

it is capable of distinguishing a vocabulary of

16 words. The standard vocabulary includes the

digits zero thru ning and then sirspecified
control words such as "enter", "cancolY,

"repeat", etc. The system is not'limited to

these words, only to the overall, vocabulary

siieof 16 words/utterances. Larger

vocabularies may be obtained my increasing

memory size. It is capable of handling any

defined user's speech pattern peculiarities

with accurapy above 95%.

The rest of this paper shall cotceritrate

on the operational characteristics of the

speech processoii mentioned previously, the
. ,
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resources which they require, and a method of

coupling the two to provide an Oral/Aural ter-

minal facility.

2. THE VOICE SYNTHESIZER ls

Phonetic 'coding for the VOTRA)C Voice Synthe-

sizer is shown in Figure 2. the device reacts

directly to a coded string of phonemes. (A .

phoneme is the smallest unit of speech.) There. ,

are also pausing and infleotion codes which may

be included in the string for clarity: Note

that the phonemes andopauses only use the low .

order six positions of an eight bit configura-

tion. Inflectiotcodes utilize the high order

two bit ttruCture and are properly OR'd to a

- phoneme for a desired-sound. The example shown

for pronouncing the word HELP-indicates the
necessary inflection/phoneme notation and the"

resulting binary codes. The H sound, of course1/4

must be stressed; thus a'level 3, high

inflection. Note also that two phonemes are

required to accomplish the diphthong vowel

sound.

V

THERE ARE PHONEMES,

PHONEME NAME ' BINARY REPRESENTATION

'00111101

00100100
00100001

00101110
00001110

AW (as in.faw)

AH (as in car)

AY (as in eight)

1%E (as in cat)

. B (as in'book)

etc....

PAUSC,CODES,

" PAUSE NAME

-PAD (short pause)
PA1 (med. pause)

PA2 (long pause)

OAR INFLECTION CODES

IALECTION 'BINARY REPRESENTATION

IN1 s(low)
'(normal) .

INi '(high)
TN4 (higher)

.

BINARY 12EPRESENTAPO

00000011
00111110

. 00110000

10000000
11000000

- 00000000
01000000

EXAMPLE: The Nord HELP is constructed as
' follows:

1

:inflection 3 1 1 1 1

phoneme H EN1 L ' P

00011014 10000001 10100011 1001100,

10100101

Eigu're'2: Phonetic.coding and its binary
representation

5
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The device obviously belongS in a real-time
environment, and'there are many ways it can be

configured. The district has initial voice-
output configuration as shown in Figure 3.4The
synthesizer interfades to a Bell 403 data set:
and subsequent acoustical touch-tone intef-
actipn.

TERMINAL
CONTROL
UNIT

RS232

VOTRAX VOICE

SYNTHESEER

. BFLL

403

DATA
SET

TELEPHONES //.^

/
TOUCH TONE'

Figure 3: Voice Synthesizer and touch-tone

interface.

Pigure 4 expands the view of the voice out-
put to include the host computer and the
auxiliary storage needed to store vocabulary.

E VIAON/1 is a Data Communications and task
nagement softwa} facility obtained frm

INCOM Systems, Inc. The district uses
his package for its on-line administrative

pplications. The product also contains a
uperior disk accessing method called Byte-
tying files which has been used effectively

to store-ibcOplary. The vocabulary table.
is structured with a prime hash algorithm.
,it has been given the acronymicname PHAST
(Phonetic Hash Table) and has proven to be
an' expedient organization for the random
access imposed by the Lookup procedure.' The
table, it maintained at a load factor below

70% to enhance search perfotmance. The

average search is accommodated by 1.8 probes.

!ind, because of thevirtual nature of
ENVIRON/1, searches for common words are often

resolved in buffer store.

ADMINISTRATIVE-
TOUCH TONE USERS

.370/ISS

ENVIRON/1

LOOKUP
PROCEDURE

PHONETIC

HASH
TABLE '1

(PHAST)

Figure 4: ios; System with Voice Output
Configuration..

A rather. traditional Lookup procedure is

used. The application program invokes this
procedure with a text/sentehce character
string parameter. Scanning determines the

text elements. If a numeric is detected, it is

testbd_te-see if it is evenly divinable by 10

(modulo-10). If this is the$case, the.leading,
digit's vhonemes are concatenated with the

phonemes of its place indication-. For instance,

, the numeric text 700 would be progpunced

"seven" "hundred". If an application program
desires place indication verbage in its output,

it purposely uses this logic. For example, if
the value 1,234 i4 sent to the Lookup pracedu
as 1000 200 30 4, it-would be pronounced as
"one thousand" "two'hunaed" "thirty" and thin

."four". Numeric text which is not modulo-10 is
pronounced digit by digit.

illhen.a "word" or more properly a string of.
contiguous characters bound by separatorsis
detected, it is used as a starch argument into
the PHAST vocabulary:- I,f the..gearch is '

successful, the associated function of phonemes

is output. Otherwise, the word is pronounced,

or spelled, character by character.

561
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Separators are used to issue natural pausing.

The presence of a period effects a long pause, a
comma obtains a mediudpause, and all others
such as hyphens, colon, blank, etc. result, in
a short pause;

I

Mention might be made at this point about
in automatic Tronunciation algorithm. Bell

Laboritories:has published accounts-of a
program which produces Synthetic English
Speech by Rule. Although the speech
produced is not inflected, it is intelli-
gible on at least 97% of running text. It

contains some 750 pronunciation rules and
requires a lexicon structure for words whiCh.
are determined to be exceptions to the rule..
This is c promising effort.

3. THE VOICE RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The VE 200 Voice Recognition System is
composed of three major units; a small "ear
box" containing the, speech procelsing
circuits, a Digital Equipment PDP-8/E mini-
computori and an'interface betweOthe two,.
The system processes a word within 160 milli -
'seconds after vocal input of the word has
ended. Its maximum rate is 120 wordsier ,

minute, allowidg at least 1/S of a seskid....

between words, It is akle to accept niclfi.

input via microphone or telephone with equal
accuracy. The output is a four bit TTL com.
patible register which presents tie recognized
word as a binary coded number from 0 to 178.

Word processing is accomplished by deter-
mining a spectral distribution,of the speech
signal and then passing it through a bank of
six bandpass filters. The filtered are
rectified; smoothed, sampled every 1D
seconds and stored into the PDP8. The mini-
computer then calculates linear combinations
of the six channels and tabulates them to

' form the x-y data points of a two dimeniionat-
space.

r
Operationally, the system can be divided

into two general modes;,Training and
Recognition. It dust, of co4rse, be informed
(or trained) of the 16 application words and
each partidu ar usersunique pronunciations
before it ca ever be expected to recognize

them.

Each user must go through a.Training
session with the esuipmene. Users having
multiple applications, need, to ,undergo

training .for each vocabulary. Training
sessions are quite straight forWrard - the
system is placed into Training mode and
then prompts the user to pronounce the 16
..words of his application vocabulary, in

sequence, one at a time. This propess is,

then repeated two more times so that the
system has had an opportunity tp "hear" the
pronunciation of each word three times. The,

pOrpose for the repetition is to recognize
possible variances.in the pronunciation.
The final tabulation'is called a User
Voice.Template.

When the system is placed in recognition
mode, actual word identification is made by the
computer co)nparing the pattern of the received

speech to the patterns within the User Voice
Template currently resident in its memory.
The closest association is chosen, and its word
sequence number (0,478) is output.

. VOICE.
SIGNAL

"EARBOX"

[ ANALOG
FILTERING '

PDP 8/M

PATTERN ANALYSIS

USER TRAINING
VOICE

TEMPLATE I. RECOGNITION
COMPARISON

WORD
NUMBER

-

Figure 6: Voice'RecognitiOn System Outline
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4. THE ORAL /AURAL FACILITY

Figure'7 is pyesented to show the district's
configuration whipi has been labeled the "Oral/
Aural" terminal; a combination of the tvio vocal

processors mentioned previously. 'The user's
single device is his telephone - and this is
only for conveniente, as'he 'could also come to
the computer 'facility and talk'into the system

with a hardwired microphone.'

There are four different procedural/data

paths within the configuration. The first one
indicated is the Voice Output medium ("a")

described earlier. The next ,path "b" TOUCH

TONE INPUT is an optibn for those users with

a touch tone telephone. Should'this option

be selected, only the voice response side of
the configurAtion is used. That is - the

tope input; the application program process;'the .

tone input; the application program process; the
word lookup, procedure; and then the "a" path
of -digitized phonemes back out '(ref. Figures 3

and 4). p,

USER

(TELEPHONE

-414.

BELL
403E

3705

Thekvoice-in/voice-out option utilizes

paths "a ", "c" and "d". Once the user is

identified, his template must initially be
loaded into the.PDP8 via path "c". Tgis is

accomplished by realizing the user's sieton
number (described later), accessing his
template stored on disk, and then outputting

it to the minicomputer's reception. This

process, of course, enables the Vokia Recogni-

'tion pith "d". Words may thsplbg4poken,
analyzed.and numerically incoded (0-178) on to

the hose system. Voice response to the input

is accomplished through the aforementioned'
lookup procedure and output path "a".

A note should be made that the "c" path is
also used for device coqtrol from the host

ENVIRON/1 system. The "d" path is also used

as a result of Training sessions to store-user
voice template on disk for subsequent access.

a

It

370/155-11 OS/VS1

PERCEPTION
TECH.
VOICE RECOGNITION

..

PDP 8/E

ft

-44-

amYOTRXX ?HONDAS OUT
b=TOUCH TONE INPUT
cmVOICE TEMPLATESOUT
dmVOICE INPUT..
talso TEHpLATE INPUT)

Figure 7: Colfiguration

a,
.

of the

VOICE
TEMPLATES

VOCABULARY
FABLE

'...........

Oral/Aural Terminal Facility
-

. ,
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Unique procedures have been created (by the

vendor) to initially hdentify a User and his

sign-on account number. A special "Joe

Average" template is established. This
templatp contains only two words. The words

are digit names which live relatively
opposite phonetic structure;, for example,

"two" and "five", The template is developed
during a special training session in which
as many users as can.be accumulated, are
requested to speak (input) their pronuncia-
tions of the digit sounds.

User sign-on account numbers are
constructed solely tdoth the two selected

digits and have a deterhined fixed length.
RecUlling the earlier example and assuming
a sample length of sevefe (7), some typical
account numbers might be: 2552552, 5525552,

"'51/5, etc, The number of,pOssible
account, numbers within this scheme would he 2n

whe4 n is the fixed length;.
r

After system jnitiali:ation and also after

every user sign-off, the "Joe Average" template

is store into,the minicomputer to wait for a

subsequent sign-on. The reliability of this

template is surprisingly good. However, should

an erroneous number be received by the host
system which paintains the user registry the
user,is prompted by.the voice output tp speaks
more distinctly and try the sign-on again.
Should the second try fail again, the occurrence
is output to the Computer Operator's console
log and instructions are sent to the Oral/
Aural configuratioh to hang-up the line.

5. SUMMARY

iliathas been presented in a'modeli At this

writing in early 1976,'the configuration_gloes

not physically exist. The'voice-output side
000r", is operational in a student information inquiry

application, The voice recognition system is
operational in a stand alone mode only and
work still remains 6 be done on the host
system handling'procedure4. .UnfortudatelY,
the con'figuration's development is often

set aside becaOse of other priorities.

Tt is hoped, however, that a performing
configuration will be demonstratable by the

end of 1976.
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MICROCOMPUTERS IN THE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT:
AN APPLICATION IN FINE ARTS

ROBERT D. GREEN
CONSULTANT

2971 MAGLIOCCO # 10
SAN JOSE, CA 95128

ABSTRAQT: The microprocessor, decendant of inexpensive caldulator technology, is finding its way
into a myriad of applications in our lives, from electronic games to grocery scales. Using it

along with fam114nr types of support circuitry, inexpensive and yet relatively sophisticated

computers: microcomputers result. Some of the history and impact of these microprocessors
and microcomputers in the field of education is discussed along with a practical application.
The application is in the area of textile and fabric arts, namely a weaving simulator.

Pick up virtually any computer dr'electronics
publication and you will find a barrage.of at-
tiles, columns and advertizements regarding
the microcomputer. Many of you may be intim-
ately familiar with the microcomputdr and micro-

, processor but let me reviewthe terms and ,
describe the history of the beasties. That Fay
those alread/ familiar can understand me bet-

')
i

ter and those who arerit can catch up.

I

As in much cewhat we do, there is an apprec-
iable fuzzy area in the terminology surrounding._
the microprocessor. Therefore, let Me de*
what I mean. I use the term micrbprocessorAo

i a family of electronic components
that provide the basic computer-like digital
.operations. That is performing an operation
or series of operations in response to,a ooded
instruction. Tam certain that there are
much more elegant definitions but I am
purposely being vague so as to include a wide
variety of components'available.They range
from little more than a four bit slice of an
arithmetio-logio-unit CADd) to a virtually

- complete computer device oontained on a silicon.
ohip roughly five mm. on a side. None of these
.,devices can operate oompletelyalode, all req-
uiring some form of input and output devices.
When oombined with these devices, I refer to

' the result as a miorocomputer.

Eaob,of us probably has a different mental .

ooncept of a mierocompuier bases on our pre-
oonceived ideas about computere. Most modern

_ computing devices have four reoo
features that are found in the r000a xtter

1. An arithmetic-logic. runit ( ) that

Aotually pellorms the require operations
on appropriate operands.
2. A stored program which erne tee the
operation instructions.

.3.ireadabls_and-writable
-4. Some sort of input and out
"outside world".

-I

*a

4

ago area.

to the

Let us look at 'ale cheapest (that I know of)
sophisticated mior000mputer available to
identify these features. Typical total
-price? About 7.95 dollars, at any-good discount
filers. This Marvel of electronics is the
pocket :111Culator. Looking at the topology of
integrated circuit within the unit you almost
always can identiy the logic area (ALU), the pro-
'gram area (Read -Only Memory), the storage area
(RAM), and the I/O oircuits. The integrated
circuit has been purpoeely designed with these
features in mind so that the menufaotureer will
have the lowdelt total oosts as I will explain
later. THINK ABOUT THIS: the calculator as a
microcomputer oomplete with input and'output

_devices_represents probably the largest volume
growth of oomputers in education,thet ire will

see for sometime. I'll talk about other appl-
' ioations shortly. .

It appears to me that there is primarily
one reason we will see the increasing use of
the microcomputer in education: °oat. 'Sure

nay cheap -computers will allow all kinds of
cdmputer training to occur at all levels but
it is still practicil only beoause of low
Oulu In addition the-motivation-behind-
the recent rapid development of the microproc-
cessor has been the same desire to lower
oasts. lathe late'sixties (1968 and on)
the eerdconductor industry was perfeoting the
teohniques of large aoale integration (LSI)
Using instal oxide semiconductor technology (MO.
This allowed the implementation of many electronic
functions on a !Ingle device, drastioally, redoing
the milker of oompoments required. Promised re-
duped system oosts brought scores of On/st-
oma to the suppliers, each with his unique
set orrequirements. Major problems inaprred
at that title were typically minor logic errors
or human errors in translating logic into cir-
cuitry. The net result was, howster.ltubstantial
debugging and redesign °pet; along with associated
delays. It beoaMe evident to the semiconduotor

t.
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riiufaaturer rather .quickly. that two things were
h&pperdngt . -\

1. He had manyvstotra whose applications
were very eirdler-, differing only in details. ,
This was particularly true of calculator

.4 2. He was having to maintain a large amount
o his resources devoted to detecting minor er-
rors which often did not relate directly t me
customer requirement. In other words he often
"reinventing the wheel."

Apparently the ideas of using a computer-like

approach to the application of calculator
circuits were devyleoged by several oompanies
about the same time. However it is apparent that_
Intel Corporation was the first to publioally
aoknowledgd the fact that the resulting oircuit
wax useful in many types of applications besides,
a calculator and advertized as such. The circuit
was announced not as a calculator arouit set
but as a microprocessor.

What advantages resulted from this development?
Well first the EDS company could have a family
oebircuita that did not have to be completely
redesigned for each custorme. The ALU part
was the same for all and the customer could..
fit this processor to his application.
Many times the only changes required were on
an external program storage ROM. Other more
subtle cost twinge occurred as well. For
instance the task of meek generation and check-
out was reduced, test generation was amplified,
coat reductions that result from large production
runs edit circuit resulted, docUmentation was sim-
plified and on-and,on. 1

Perhaps one of the finest advantages was that Bice
the actual operationcontrol was stored in a ROM,
the whole system could be simulated completely
using all of the components except the ROM, A
pfemulater which is basically a read-write
memory was hooked up in place of the ROM and any
pregram,faulte mu* be ohtftgerbefore building
the settle' ROM, Early attemptapit.iltisilation

of cuatormer circuits before the4icrOgreseseor
were often only approxinete and"soiatimes took
longer' to check out than to build the actual
device,

r-
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be=tgee Of cOureet Many potential users
iaameyed because of low circuit speeds,

thus instruction pets, word size and th
miliarity with such a device. However,

slightly different approach to their prob-
lem allowed economical use of the microprocessor.
Input and output to the early microprooeseora
/not always easy Bo-that there was a large arkonnt
of support oiroultry,required4nd yet the revolution
and a revolution it is = was begun.

40
AND NOW,,, . .

Meer microprocessor deeigne,with bit lengths It
16 bite and speeds ranging ever higher are avail-'
able now, Popular eight Idtprearesore.in n-MD
teohnology hays ehartestiiirdaamtion times of
less than two microaeconds. Some devices require

only one power supply and most have a wide
varietrot support circuitry. For instance,
16 to 24 lines of grogiatiatble input and
output are available in one package with pro-
vision for handshaking. Or another: a angle
device which handles all the requirements
for interfacing with a remote terminal, including
parity bite. Direct memory access controllers,
reprogratarable RODS, programmable timers, a

mass of new :'standard" circuits are appearing ,

daily.

There are microprocessors that simulate'
theinstruotion Bet of corputera like the PUP 8. .

There are microprocessors which have all dif-
ferent kinds of addredet5 modes: immediate,

jdireot, extended, relate , indexed. Some ham
internal stacks, railtiple accumulators, you name

it. Some allow periphery to be treaded as a
!

'

memory address. The features are endless.
It 34, in fact, truely remarkable that the
devices presently available are ao powerful
an we may be sure that -even better devices are
ce their way. Because Bo mach information is *.
readily available, I will not go into specifics
about these devices in this paper.

Ok, so the circuits are there, are they cheap?
Almosttt In single quantitea manufacturer reps
are selling some microprocessors for $30'or less.
They are selling kite which contain chipsets ,

(usually enough to get them to do something
at around $100 and upe But for the person who
wants his computer relatively complete, the
price tag starts about color Tfrnage ($250 up).
"Well,; you say "theta Pretty chop" and it is.
A cleaver person can accumulate enough other
-electronics to interface this computer to keyboards,
TVs, typewriters and the like. If he has a tiler_
type or a large checking account to buy one
(2 to 5 times the goat of the computer kilt) he

an An entry fa playground,

24settak

can hook right
there are already ter da of companies
supplying hardware peripherals,
kite, lessons, lectures and whatever else you
will buy. There is a computer store next to
a plant shop not far from met

Li

There are cheap computers available and thiL)
in itself is a revolution. The possibilities
for the-teaching of computer operation, of loioal
thought, and of games are staggering. But I
believe there is more in the wings. Already*

the personal calculator has invaded the carpus
and school room...Id:ate a aide rule? This is
a number crunching. dneational tool. I an for
a little creatiote thought to get microlomputer
out of the oomputer-think applications and it°
more tools. .People over the country are
starting to dothis in their hobby more and
clubs in some areas of art: music, poetry and
pattern generation. With minicomputer like power
available, its coming. How about-some-other- ---
applications in Idusation. How about tea/thing.
machines, electronic tutors, ... What Jobs emit
money that would cost less dons electronicallil
What tasks ooulli be done bath better and cheaper? .

,I believe the microprotalseor and microcomputer
will provide many such inexpensive solution .

,
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-I humbly present a for ix:stenos:

In the teething of handlleaving on a loom one of
the moCt difficult things to ham is hew to gen-
erate patterns. As is explained below, only dertain
o tions of treads may be manipulated at any
time a the design is said to be loom constrained.
On eve simple looms, however, the number of ooMbin...
ati of weaving patterns virtually endless.
Threle a method of transforming a desired pattern
intIlliCAweaving procedure called pattern drafting;

Ito, important that the student learn this akin
so that fUll use of the loom oan be achieved.
However, until sonsiderable expertise is tchieved,
the only good's:Joy to check a pattern draft is to.

weave it. Zee =student- must -go through .ta...long,__

and error prone teal:a of threading the loom, tying

up-the controls-and-weaving. If-only-then an-error

is found it is more-Orolemeibick to ground zero: ,

In an educational environment, this means delays
up to a weak and unmeoessay use of the loom. Since
looms are.relatively expensive, the teacher is
prone to ignamtbits important part, of weaving
or to limit the class' size or to spend more cap-

ital.
,

I have attempted to develop a tool which will al-
lieviate the above problem. With it thetatudent
or artist oan :simulate his threading, tieup and .

weaving sequenoe in a matter of minute:, using
d kdyboaraas an input and a standard televiaba_
reoeiver as an output. The goal of the system
mat a "bare- bones" approach to the hardware.

To understand whattheCimulater must do, let us
review the basic concepts of weaving. A weaving
consists of a-lengthwise seiliof threads (the warp)
and a crosswise fill of threads (the get). The

weft is held in place and the patterns develop&

',dr the met. Thivoyer/under reault ia aor
..117 individual warpithreads,either can ,

oorp ed hy raising
Musser

tarp (threads ore

the shuttle oarryine the weft is thrown.
lifting ye each warp thread is controlled

l'emall-5ovable piece oailed,a hdOctle. The warp -

os is threaded through the beadle. In common hand
looms used in classes the heddle maybe connected
to,an, actuating piece called a hgrness. There
are usually 2,4 er'8 harnissee on a looms Typical

warp ovoldsot,ur to 15 per inch are common.
On a N harness loom, from one to N-1 harnesses may
be lifted at moh shuttle throw. To further ai d

the weaver , a aeries of foctpgdals is provided
. so thAp one ore more harnesses can be lifted

A"orsfeet). Tien are oalledlreadles.
with one aotionetim:o you'donit need 114. hands

the weaver met deteriline which werPethreads 'must

4 be lifted at mob pass of the e t-
tare.can be done old an_NoAsrnees-1 , th

be-N-or-lessrOorbinifiCAbor harness lifting
required (ignoring tepetry techniques). With
oopplax patterns it ii easy to eeellow hard this
1.4to determine. IBM has a large program devoted

to thisktatkp

'Weaving As deeoribed above. be represented as

a oeordinate grid where th of, the warp- ,

ase the weft could be as a zero

and the apposite. case as a This grist or '

ws -450

12
,

ix of Ames and zeros completely describes

the ttrn ft given the' parameters of deneity_
color and thread else of the warp and weft.
Computer orientld? of course and you may know

..de
that some coor'ectscepte deialaped from
the textile industry.

The microprooessorused.(hot microproc-
essor not microcomputer) loads,a matrix in
memory with the appropriate pattern as the,

weaving progressee. A keyboard is scanned-
during the vertical retrace time of the television%

set. if action is required, the processor
attends' the task via eared prograre in. ROM.
Becailse some teaks' last longer than the
retrace time, the interrupt featUre is used
_Ia.:stars:the program state in -stack until the

next one. There is no nottaikleiiilOwever.

A typical session with the simulator goes like

this:
1. Clear the machine (automatic if turn'

44

con)oo

2. Set up the Warp shade, size and spacing.

3. Set up warp/harness pattern.
4. Bet up the harness/treaddarivItterm.
5 ;et up the weft shade anctilze4

6. 41. a set harnesses or treaddlee'.

7.

Stops 6 and q are then repeated, Changing
the weft specification when desired. Should

the pattern not be suitable or have a mistake
there are'edditing sequences to make changes
quite painless: The student has an opport -.

unity to experiment and.make errorewithout -
the frustration of clang it on he loom.

The microprocessor must keep t ack of the
warp/harness threading, . together .all, of
the warp tbreada,whip4 mu lifted and

applying'thq pattern to A e matrix. Also the '

'ourrehtiorp line muet_b ,.red to ,control %.

the display, appropriate ch :, be ,made on

demand as well as other book ; eye: tasks.
A feature also allows the 11.
back of the "fabric ".. Details .o the kinds )

of instructions executed will be mare fully
described in the presentayon.

One*limitation of tpos micro
available ia that the cannot rea ctlyPe I's

control the video signal. 'This' beo use
there are too many internal and rnal ins-
truction 'fetches associated wi moving
data for the 50-some microemm... of horizontal

sweep. DMA is,ueed to output t 8 bit-

words for each display line. One it used.

to indicate the harnede combination, one for -
the warp information, and control and the
'other six for the pattern to,be displayed.
MSI counters and registers are used to control
the DMALand video signal morktion. An ISI
circuit is used to provide the horizontal and
vertical synchronization.

A

.5.

WHERE HOW? Alash can be done to extent
device (and increase ite.aost). For ins

_color maybe added with little mare compi ity
are teletype output for hard dopy of the '44

pattern would be nice. There are large programs

00
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of interactive tvictile design from IBH and
recently an iiterresting weaving program
has been written-by K. Huff at the University

4 of Kansas. They both.requirmlarge general
purpose computers at this time. An advantage .

(3; my device 1s. its sire, cost and closeness
to the actual weaving process.. But I a most
interested inexpandingAhe mioroproomor
into design areas with capabilities 'eviler
to the EIPLOR and MIRMEEMORmogramm of
Ken Knolton (Bell Labs). The modular design
of thmwbaving simulAtor will allow ex-
ploration (pardon the pun) of this area

..dt thirarts.

I believe the time is ripe 2br the creative
minds thaelectronics, computer and educa-
tional fisldS tb apply this powerful compcment
in providing new educational tools. I hops it
la a Challenge to you- 'it imto mb.

I would 111:e to aknosledge the, aid and donation

of microprocessor components bAierican
tVicrosystems Incorporated, Santa Clara, CA.

Their 56800 micropromeor forme the basis
of the equipment d.scribed.
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MICROPROCESSOR BASED EDUCATIONAL TERMINAL

B.K. Funk

UNIVAC Division of Sperry Rand

ABSTRACT: The advent of the inexpensive microprocessor can lead to the development of a terminal designed

for rather than adapted to the educational field. A resident microprocessor can allow east expansion

from a basic display teiinal to one that included present input/output devices such as random access.

visuals, touch panels, audio output, and graphics, awhile allowin4for inclusion of 4/stems Z.4 be deve-

loped in the-future, such as video disc..

I. INTRipDUCTION

I present this paper with the basic premise that
all present would greatly benefit from the deve-
lopment of what I will call a complete educational

terminal. To. paraphrase a statement made in one
.of'the excellent studies by the University of

Texas, Project C-BE,"teachers are too often
loadedcdown with the jobs of aasigning, grading,
and giving students feedback on homework and tests
when a good combination of a computer system. and

as educational terminal can perform these tasks as

well.aa or better than the instructor. Removing I

the mundane chores from the teachers role frees
the teacher for work in the activities Where they

perform best: providing insight into difficult

concepts, transmitting an understanding of a 'treat

ideas, and just plain firing up or inspiring

students." 1)
/

1.propose lc spend the next few Minutes talking

about three related subjects. _First I will

describe what will be*'for the purpose of this
talk, albompletecomputer terminal.developed for

tpe educational field. Due to the rapid pace of

technology I, may inadvertently leave out some new

,device or another, but the system wilbe complete
enough to allow the necessary points to be made,
Secondly, I will try to show some of problema

encountered during the development and manufacture

o

of as complex a systei=is. As the prospective

'cuitomer, .yolg would n .not be involved in

these types of problems but,perhapd thus will help
you to understand why.fgere sot no widellNcepted
educational terminals available presently. am

not forgetting that the are several vendors that

have successful installations using, general purpose
computer terminals, such as the Chicago:Board of

Education's installation of Univao.U-larTiaplay

Terminals. I do feel that until an inexpensive

terminal is developed withethe educiation rield in

mind, the potential be fit from pa will not be

realized. Finally, I I try to show how the use

of one-of'the newly deislcped microprocessors and

4 it's associated circuitry nen be used to solve the

.
problems alluded to above aka lead to development

" of the desirededucational terminal.
,

SEA
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II. EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER TERMINAL

41s components in the basic configuration of:our
complete educational terminal should be a type-

writer style keyboard and television style dis-

play device. This terminal couldlook like any
numbdr of plain vanilla CRT terminals now avail-

able. I propose a television style CRT device
,e.

rather?than the newer Plasma Display, because I
feel th'at until there are some significant break -

throughs in Plasma Display Technology, the rice

of thePlasma Display will limit' its use in the

school room. This decision muat be re-evaluated

often but is valid now. In order to,gain entry

into most school systems, this lerminal'uill have

4, to be priced is the -$2000 or leper range. The

terminal shOuld be able to orate under control fa;
of a remote host computer, which may already be

in the system handling payroll and other,standard.
computer type, jobs. It-should-alao-besble to *

operate under the control of a minicontroller in
the systems where budgets prohibit large main-
frame installations.' The terminals communication

protocol should be easy to change, to allow
operation on whatever communications system the

customer has in use. Finally, attar all of these

simple requirements are met, the terminal must have

the capability to be enhanced with all the special
.peripherals that make the educational terminal

unique. Any or all of the peripherals should be
options, restricted only by the requirebente of the

school system.

Educatidnal Peripheriala
Input Devices

Most,-of the input deviceerdefined here have the
advantage that 'they are not only effective in saving
time `and simplifying a task, but they are also fun

operate. The first>, a touch panel, is a device
t 4s,placed&in front of a display surfaCe and,

whw t obstructing the vision of the person
loo ;,,.g a the display, senses the position of'a°
f er r they pointing device es the operator
touches a on the screen corresponding to
the desired\ "Vt. There are several technologies
that pan be,nasd.tb develop 'i touch panel, most

of them involvihg placing light sources on a

I
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couple of sides Of the display and detecting

----shadows on the other sides caused by reaching
threugh the 'light beams to touch the display sur-
face.

4

Another input devite-that is used to replace
or suppllement the terminal-keyboard is the two axis

control stick, or as it is more Commonly knowd,
the joystick. Thejoystick, identicar-to,the ones
on so many of the computer games, replaces -the.cursor

positioning keys found on most display

terminals. As the joystick is moved forward or
*backward or left or right, or combinations of
these, the cursor (position indicitor) on the CRT
moves in a corresponding direction.. The joystick
can be moved to place the cursor in the box or
area on the screen associated with the right answer
or o ired input. A, separate button
is the pushed to indicate that an answer has been
selected and the student is ready for the computer
-to check his or het choice.

Other exotic input devices that may find use
in schools are light pens and graphic tablets.
Light pens are used for the same purposes as the
touch panel, but instead of using your finger to
touch the display, a special wand must be used.
An application and one of the methods of operation
of the*graphita tablet will be covered later in

this paper. ,
.

1As needs chan e the requirements on the key-

boardboard may vary. Kodak, for their Kodak inter-
active Learning Terminal, developed an overlay for
their standard Is that could be used by very

Young children. The compliceipd typewriter style
keybgard was covered by the overlay and only had.
5 or 6 large round keys, each about an inch in
diameter, for the student to Concern himself with.
The student then only had to relate the correct
answer to the number on the lay or the color of

the key. Keyboards on terminals that will be used

for foreign languages, mathematics, and,some.ad-
vanced science classes, among others, must have
keys on which the symbolic representation can
be easily changed. There must also be a mean;
whereby instructors can develop special symbols
or sets of symbols and represent them on the key-
board with relative ease.

.

Educational Peripherals - Output Devices

The output devices required on the educational
terminal are perhaps not as fun as the input 4
devicee,but they are certainly as unique. 1

know of no other marketplace, other than aducatiOn,
for a terminal that taks.back and shows still
or moving pictures. All of these are hecassary.
According to a presentation by.D. Monson at the
IEEE 1975 Region Six Conference, the ability

. to remember indtruotions 72 hours after it is given
is higher if the information is heard and seen
rather than either heard or seen one. Recall

aften0 days in thip particular tudy was about
;e1

10% is the material was heard, abogt 20% if seen,
and 65% if both seen and heard." 3 This is rea-
sonable (evidenCe that educational terminals must

have both visual and audio output.

After listening to several types of compUter
stored 4nd computer generated audio output
devices it is the author's opinion that only

recorded voice is,good enough to use for.an edu-
cational terminal. College and secondary school
students may be able to adapt to computer gen-
erated audio, but grade school children (espec-
ially in the first few grades) might be adversly
effected. In these early years we should 'be

careful to not confront them witha_learning
tool that cannot by thb nature of the device
follow all of the rules of diction. Once again,

a device develoned'by Dr. Goddard at Kodak for
their experimental terminatIas a desireable set
of parameters. The Kodak audio output device,
Under computer control, can generate any of over

.

100 au dIct:ssages, each up to 9 seconds in
length. time ,required to access each audio

message is quickenough (under 1/4-second)
that statements loniterAhan 9 seconds can be
developed by butting messages togethBr.. This
still allows for very natural sound. The com-

bination of a device with high speed random
access and the tonal quality of recorded
voice yould seem to be necessary in an educational
terminal being used by students of all ages.

There are marrywaye to enhance the video.
images normally. seen on a CRT display* The
most common'of these is to offer some type Of
graphic capability.' Again,'there are several
ways to accomplish thi-e depending on theappli-
cation. For primary arid secondary schools the
ability to reproduce'pictures.of 11;Mited complex-
ity'may suffice. Upper grades in high school'

and .many college courses ma' require Tether
detailed graphical representations including
color or at lent gray scale, graphics. Arch-
itecture and perhaps other Iources require
detailed'graphics plus the ability to move And
rotate parts of the display and easily change*
size of all or part of the display. ,Cost
prohibits a vendor from offe0.ng one device that
will fill all the requirements in the school
graphics field. 4 complete educational terminal

- could have tehave-severel options for gtaphica
so that each system would only be charge 8 for .

as sophisticated a system: s they required.

kaPitips at its best will not allow fine
enetigh detail to produce visuals required at most

levels of school. This probltm can be solved with
'35KM slides, microfilm, or microfiche. Due to the
difficulty in developing a mechanism that will ,

raindomly access slides in the tibe required

I will not include a slide projector ih my com-

e plate terminal'. Concerning time allowed to access
either an audio or visual message, we would hope
to not make the student wait moze than one second
for the device to react. Random access in this

t
amount of time has been achieved ih fiche and.
micrefilm mechanisms. Either of these mediums
displayed on a suitable surface should alloy for
black and white or color views of sufficient
detail to fill our needs That is not to say that
the microform devices spoken of above have been
adapted to an educational terminal, but that
these parameters have been met for otherapnli-
cations and thus could be built into our terminal.

Many school systems presently have another vis-
ualoutput device that has proved effective in'
certain subjects. The device is theNOlevision
monitor that can be connected Ito an educational

570
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TV station, to i closed circuit TV network,
or to a video tape player: Since our terminal
is built around a television style CRT display
deUlice it is easy to provide the extra.control
to.ellou connection as a television monitor.
Of course, it is too expensive a device to use only
as a monitor replacement, but if it can be uaed
as a monitor during-the hours that it is not in
Ilse as a terminal, a cost savings should result.

There are several input devices that may be
on only terminals that eke used to generate

lessons. These items could be put on all the
terminals sold but, due to cost, they will
probably only be used on lesson Wilding
terminals. Thd first of these special input
devices is a cs tablet. As ue envision

the'tablet 4used, a copy of the.picture
to be r sented would be laid oh the tablet

and ced with the graphics pen. As the

picture is traced, the internal microcomputer
would translate the,output from the tablet into
information that allows the picture to be stored
in the host computer and painted on the CRT
screen. ,Once the teacher or media specialist
has traced the graphic and is satisfied 'tb

the representation, a number could be ass geed
that picture and it could be included ill
lesson plan for the associated course. The

other input device that would seem necessary for
one preparing lessons, but not Sor students
teking the class is a special keyboard. Lesson
generation would require a keybOard uitil text

'editing capability. The ability to insert
'and delete characters or words both from the
line and from the disiiay, plus other editing
features, would be essential fox the teacher
or person building thp-lesson but would be

unnecessary on most student terminals.

The'peripherals I consider to be in the
future include the video disc and a voice input

device. Although-Teldec is presently marketing
a video disc in Germany and several firms are
selling voice input devices in this country I
feel that neitheeof tee items are commerically
available in a form that they could be used in
the cCht sensitive educational environment.
Predictions are-that the video disc players and
the discs themselves will be commercially
available to the instructional market with all
serious problems solved. by 1980. That fits into

what I would consider notthisyeara educational
terainal but the nett generation of terminals
available in.tfie early 1980s. I can't even

-guess when voice recognition will he advanced
far enough that a useful educatiohal device
will be available., I hope-to someday see a
device tied to a terminal that any student could
talk into and the spoken word would appear on
the screen,'along with accent symbols showing
exactly how the word bed been spoken. This sort

of. device would allow deaf students toreceive
immediate feedback to assist them in voice

training. The video dibc and the voice input
device, among others, will be showing up in

the near future and With these on our minds,

, we will go into the area of manufacturing
problems that have plagued Univac and others
until a short time ago.

ON
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MANUFACTURING PROBLEMS

This section will briefly cover some of the
problems associated uith -a hardware terminal.

. I define barduati to mean that each separate
terminal function hae it's own area of control
logic that is performed by a number of integrate,
circuits and otter discrete components. There

are three major areas in which problems ate

encountered. The problems occur indefinition,
in development, arid in field support of the
terminal .after delivery to the customer's office

or classroom.

Definition Problems

The first problem is encountered during
initial definition of a new product. In response

to a marketing request a development engineering
team is assembled to define a product. Given the

constraint that'fUnds do not usually exist to
allow deVelopment Of many different products, the
functions of, the product that wilt be built must

encompass as broad a range as possible. At this

point, in order to offer a single terminal that
will fill a variety of applications, several things

must happen. First, some of the specific
requirements of each of the individual terminals
must be 'sacrificed t9 hold down the complexity

of the general purpose device. Secondly, for

those specific requirements that can't'be sacri=
ficed, the cost and caleplptity of the general
device must be increased.' This.means that the
product not only does notdo what you would like it
to, but costs more than it should have to cost.
Some of the problems mentioned could be solved'
if a market was established well defined) and large
enough to support a special terminal designed
just for that application. Unfortunately, the
education market in the past has not.seemed to

fall into this cdtagory. Banking and point

of sale terminals provide evidence that market
sectors do exist that are large enough to support

individualised terminals.

The type of peripherals to be attached to the
basic terminal must also be determined during
the definition phase. Since each interface to
the terminal must be well defined, any new input
pr dutput dqvice that can'.+1,be so defined must be

excluded. Once the iateifabes have beei defined
and the product is under development, any changes
in the list of peripherals will require develop-
ment to atop while all associated interfaces are
changed to adept to the new device. The result
of these requirements are that terminals either are
i) released with peripherals that are behind the
state-of-the-art in capability or are, 2) not

ready on their proposed completion date. The
educational terminal has many unique and rapidly

developing peripherals. Perhaps it has been'
rejected as a development candidate because of
the uniqueness of these peripherala and their

limithd applicatioryor because the technology
related,,tVihese peripherals is changiag so
feat that it is difficult-to release a product
with state-of-the-art devices.

t71
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Development Prbblems

ben the new product is fUll&defined some,
members of the definition group, plus some
design engineer's began to build the product. The

problem encountered by this group becomes one of



time rather then function, since the functions,",'
however painfully limited, have been defined for

them. In the development effort there are, with
some variation,-the following steps. The mech-
anical, electrical; and electronic design must
be actually built to prove the feasibility of the

initial definitions. After the device has
been tested to the satisfaction of the group, a
najor commitment must be made to pay for all the

too g necessary for mass production of the ter-

a* . .Also, the printed circuit-boards that

contain all the discrete componentg Abet are,
in fact, the personality of the device must

be built. The printed circuit cards are the means
.to produce a reliable device inexpensively and
are the major stumbling blocks to g flexible

system. Once the,printed circuit (PC) cards are
available, all of the tests must be rerun to find
all of the areas where, because of the pec-
ularities of the PC card, the device no longer
perfOrma the function correctly. Once the mod-
ifications have been made to correct'the device
operation it is necessary to begin the development
of printed circuit cards that will work without

modifications. This step is required because
modiciation nut be made by hand and are, therefore,
very expedsive. Finally the PC cards that have all
corrections incorporated without hand modiqeation
must be fully tested in the final version o1c the
terminal and only after this time can the man- .

uilacturing facility, which has been preparing to
build -this device, assign area and people to the

product. It will be several months after this
assignment is made before the first products

arein the field. The time involved for this.
process is'considerable, and far terminals it
will generally be from 18 months to: two years.

As mentioned before, any time during development
that it is decided that a newly released per-'
ipheral is a mandatory addition .the schedule

begins to 1pngthen beyond the hilotedtwo years.
Also, unless the product is in a well defined
field, changes in the produdt will be suggested
and at times dictated by Marketifig,sdue to
knowledge gained from custmer 'Inputs or by
analyzinv4petitors new products. Of course

any changes incorporated *ill also cause delays
in the ?eleaie'pf the product... These delays in
the sch4uI4-release of the product and the - long
time reqdirect.to bring a product to release are

the problemsreferred to as development problems.
. .

Field Support Problem

The field support problem that I feel, is
relevant-to this discussion,. is not the one we
normally think of when we heir of field support.
Although problems of hardware failure and incor-
rect operations are serious they arenot peculiar
to hardware terminals. The-problem I speak of is

that of terminal operation that, is exactly like
the designer planned butodifferent than the cust-
omer ugeretood when he commited to the piece
of hardware. It is of no importance whether the
problem arises from over zealous ;sales pereonnN,
poorly yriuten documentation, Or customers who
aren't sure what they meant The problem does arise

and unfbrtuately,.the-solution is beneficial

to .no one. Either the customer must change his

system to accomodate the undesired terminal,
k the seller muatremove hi% terminal which wastes

much of the customers terminal selection times,
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of the customer must pay to have expensive
hand modifications made to his device so it fills

his requirements. None of the above are desire-
able and dealings like these tend to leave a bad

taste in everybody'azeuth., One alternative to
hardware terminals may be the new intelligent

terminals. From may point of view, terminals which

can be ro rammed by the customer or.the seller
-thing the

The

desires] have a

pair of iimiting faults. The first is that they

are a bit more expensive than a comparable
terminal that is not customer programmable. The

second fault, also related to expense, is that
in order to use their full capability a programmer
or group of programmers must be hireeto write all
the code that controls ther terminal. The solution,
discussed would be the microcomputer controlled
programmed terminal.

'

For those who aren't familiar with the term-

inology, I will define both microprocessor and
microcomputer. The microprocessor is a single
orin some cases several integrated circuits,(IC).
Each IC is, at most,'about threeinches long,
one inch wide and about -I. inch high. These
'devices can internally perform the same functions

that can be performed by large computers.
However, a microprbcessor cannot operate without'.
some, additional circuitry and other ICs,

When the necessary control circuits, storage
and working memory,, poker supplies, and an inter-
face that allows connection of peripheral
devices have all been added to the mitropocbssor;
you have a microcomputer. Although this may
sound like the microcomputer has growl into
a large device, it iseatri, to develop a micro-
computer that fits onione printed circuit card
about 7.hy 11 inches (excluding powePsuppls).
Add a few more of the same size cards with
additional memory and you have a systemthat is
more powerful and operates considerably fasteethan
a computer of the early 1960s (that fit in several
cabinets. each three feet wide by_two feet deep
by six feet Fortufiately, our application

will not evenrequire the'extra PC cards.for
memory so it will be very compact. -

Microcomputer Advantages and Applications

Microcomputers, like computers, can be used
in a variety of applications' end do many different
types of jobs. Their capabilities allow them to
do number crunching jobs oh one'end of the spectrum
to controlling small peripherals on-the other end.
Fortunately, they are inexpensive enough to
compete with the control circuitry normally used
to control, peripheral devices and do the job
cheaper, better, or both. It is in this area

that we will dwell while talking of solutions for
the problems cogged in the previous section. You
may remember ,'Ffwe defined our hardware terminal
as one.in h separate hardware function
is perform =her of integrated 'Circuits,
and other discrete components. In the micro-
computer based terminal, almost all of the Tnnctions
that would have been performed by that hardware
are done by the microprocessor. Instead of

having a section of hardware to react to every
possible comflination of keye,'switches,

0
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and other type of input or output stimuli, a part
'of the program (stored in program control memory)
watches these stimuli and reacts. The advantages

mto thit system are twofold. First, the control
circuits, and code storage Chips to perform most
functions are one third or less in number and 'also

offer considerable savings in physical space and
power consumption. Secondly, and what this whole
paper has been aiming at, making changes in the
code stored in the code storage- chips ileasy.
To change a function or oompletely- redefine a
series of operations can be done in the code.
Physically this'toans that one or more ICs are
removed from sockets and replaced with others.
Considering this, let us go back over the list of
problems. No longer is it necessary to restrict
our definitions to generalized pieces of hardware.
Using some common components such as a basic frame
and power supply, and some common control cards
(i.e., microcomputer card, control storage
memory card, and communication interface cards)
many different terminals can.be defined, each to
meet the specific requirements of one application.
In each instance the peripheral control boards
for the type of devices that are required for that
specific applicatiOn are developed. Since the
terminal only meets the requirements of one epp-
lication it.should.be less expensive to build. We
more concerned with peripherals that were only.
partially defined at our development began. It is
usually easy to get a list of the signals that
defihe the interface and even know What pins
these Ognals will appear on. The difficulty
arises in finding exactly what each of the signals 400

is and what the time relatioriship between them is.
Our development can be well along and we can still
change the code to control a device without much,
if any, effect on our scheduled. release, if we
find that what we guessed the peripheral would do.
in a particular instance was incorrect. Since
our device is physically less complex it takes time
to deielop. Although it is difficult to ilstimate
the exact time,it will take 4 develop any
product, since there are so many variables,-I.
will give some approximate times so, we can get
a feeling of the advantages of the micro-
computer based terminal.

' nos to Donley (ia aoatks)

JO to
Psrfora

gardvars iillaor Itteocaptr Tri4
Isratital , llod, Tom. ./494*,

Dena* 'foram.' i 3
Design Tsrainal 1-3
sam Toginssrtneltods1 . 1
Tait tainsertat Mods1 2

- Denbo 1st Arblork
Puil ard Test rat 12-Work. 2
Develop M. Artwork 1

lad Vast Otte. Artwork 1

1 3
1 1-2 . 1
.3 1 .5
1 2 2
2 2', 0
2 0
1 0

Totals , 1540 $.5 11.4.2 4.5
Note! Please remember that these figures are
rough approximations and don't include the time
necessary for the manufacturing facility to
produce a product once they haveireoeived all of
engineerings dOcumentation on hot( it should to

built. Although it is common for the manufactur-
ing people to be working with Engineering during
the entire development, it still takes some time
after Engineering says the-product its ready. before

a unit is ready for customer delivery.

,

As we study the table and we see advantages that
, will help to solve problems in both development

and field support of the terminal. The development
time is shortened and, as was discussed bbfqre,

oer.
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the time to add a new peripheral or modify 'a
specific operation is lessened. Concerning field
support and the problem of What was wanted vs
what was received, it is probable that the
problem won't thou up as often, since the'tarminal
is not a general purpose device, but one developed
for a specific market. In the cases where the.
problem does arise, the time and cost to modify
the terminal to fit the exact requirements will
be small enough that the customer, or even the
aulfacturer if the order is large enough, may
choose e-riodificationg

Summary

We began by defining what would be,.for our
purposes, a complete educational terminal.
What made this terminal unique was the type
of peripherals that must be attached. The per-
ipherals ranged from input devices such as the'
touch panel and joystick to output devi es such
as microfilm projectors and audible mes e

generators. The peripherals that are in the wings
for the next generation of terminals, th video
disc and audio input devices, should also be
considered sothat as they are made commercially
available they will attach to our terminal
with a minimum cost to the Customer. .

Manufacturing problems fall into categories
of definition, time loss, and adaptability.
It has been difficult to define a terminal-
that covered a broad enough Market segment,.;
to be profitable and still include the special
peripherals required in an educate terminal.
The choieWavailablii0ow are tik iimple
keyboardgdisplay terminal with no petipherals
or purchase emery expensive basic unit. This
choice is forced on us by the hardUare implementa-
tions of terminals. The development (Wort of
ei hirdware terminal is to time coneumidg,
inflexable, and expensive that limited use'
terminals Ore not being built. As a continuation
of the same problems, after a terminal is built
the inflexibility of the lal.dware prohibits
changing the operation to soh% a customer prob-
lem or to add a new and useful petipheral.

The. Proposed solution to'the problems is
stated is to build a terminal around a micio-
computer. Use a minimum of hardwpre and make
what is there as generales possible, so that it
can be used in a broad range of prbduCts.
'Put all of the peculiarities of the, device in
the programs that oontrol the-terminal and'
put the programs in replaceable chips in the
,terminal. To make a change the terminal must
,be reprogrammed and some chips changed but the
hardware does not have to change. To add a
peripheral a new board must be designed but
it will,fit in a slot already available in the
terminal. The basic terminal need not be re-
designed to adapt to the new device as the
device will work from the computer control lines.

All the changes neoessary to the code to add
a peripheral would be furnished by the terminal
vendor as he attachea'new devioes, to the terminal.
There would still be times when the operation of
the terminal ie not ;that the oustomerdesiret
but the time, effort, and expense to change will
not be prohibitive as they are today. ,I may

18.
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sound like I hire an interest in a micro-

computer company, but'A.c,areful study of the
facts will -lead to our' sane conclusion. The V
qicroprocessor will allow vendors to begin to fill
the needs in different application oriented ---

,areas. Thib is because the microirocessor-aII6Ws
low development costa througb_commonIiardware
and maximum flexibility-trirough changable
\programs.°

_--
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USING THEPLOTTER TO INVESTIGATE SKETCHING IN UNUSUAL METRICS

_ W.A. Stanndrid

Eastern Montana College, Billings, Montana 5910i

ABSTRACT: By accepting various definitions for "distance" (which are consistent with accepted properties
for measure) one can obtain unusual *outcomes for the conic sections when they are sketched by the plotter.
The paper discusses the "new" conics, displays plotter results, and raises questions which the reader may
pursue. -r-

, The criteria for "good" ways to measure,dis-
t4hce.have heft clearly established by thetfollow-
big deflnitio*Btia metric Apace:

A pair of,b4ects EX,d) where X # 0 an d

d: X x Xi411eals is a metric space pr'ovided-

01'z E X:
Os

ff x w y;
3. 4' (1X,y) = d (y,x);

4."d p:,z) S d (y,z)
Here dis of course the distance function.

t.

'.:Once this characterization of "good distance"
c iteria hiS been established, it is possible to
iVestigate some "unusual measures of distance"

ich rttei these criteria; Three suchdistances

a :

10. d (P,Q) 14xl t (Ay( where AX is merely
the hoiizontal displacement between P and
Q and ay is the vertical displacement.

sA

Po 4) 1
(P,Q) d 2 + 1 = 3

It.

(f,$)

,

2".'d
2
*(P,Q) . [max (bax(, layl),g laxl# 141/1

lax( if lax(

e.g.
9(0)

. 1,4y1
p(i,v)

2
(P,Q) .-max(1,2).2

Ax82. .

3. d
3

(P,Q) (1 if P # Q.

0 if P Q

e.g. '

(p (s,5)

t7o

(P,Q).1 since
3
(3,4)/ 11 (5,5

1

)

The fact that each of these three distarrjes
meet the criteria of being "good" is left the

reader.

1.
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Now consider the four conic curves by defini-
tion:

A. Circle - the location of all points in the
plane a Omen distance from a fixed point
(center).

B. Parabola - the lOcation of all points in
the plane equidistant from a ixed point
(focus) and a fixed line (directrix).

C. Ellipse - the locatiori of all points in
the plane such that each point P. of the:.:4

curve is lbcated with respect- to the fgoi

F
1

and F
2

Such that.PF' + pF
2

is constant.
1

As aSelected sample of the conics, let us
examine those resulting fromdi.

--First, -the circle of radius 4 with center at
the origin would bylequation be:

Ix-01 + ry-01 = 4 or simply lx1 + ly1 = 4.
,

Note: d
1

(0,P) is
"arc" of
'circle

r01,10 measured.along0Q and
- then QP. Since 100 +

IOPI
. .

= 4, lx1 + lyl = 4

is the condition of the
0 curve being a circle.*.01)

When plotted
the circle as:

on a plotter, 1x%. (y1 = 4 yields

1,rt4..
(See Figure I)

Second, considera
0 (0,0) and directrix
of d1. The definition

+ 1y1 =*2 +, x.

4 This can be seen sink

parabola with focus at
x -2 under the constraint

parabola yields:

Using

Pf
.14

o. "arc" of parabola

d1*(11,(P) * d (P,O)

0.0.4 .a %DM d I POI 4- I Q01
.....4 on (2 + x) = 111 11.

the plotter results ih the curvet

. (See Figure tll

S.
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a

Figure II

a
%.<
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Third, consider the ellipse with foci PI 1-0-64
and F

2
(-2,0) and constant sum 4. The equation

io'f the ellipse must be:
1x1 + 2Iy1 + 1x,+ 21 = 4 since

"arc" of ellipse

( ol ;(,)I ,
Where d1 (F2,P) +d1 (F1,P) = 4'

Or IF2Q1 + IPQ1 + IPQ1 + IQF11 = 4

or Ix + 2I'+ IYI + IY1,+ Ix' = 4.

Again4 using the plotter results in an interes-
tingcurve. Can you.predict At? It is:

(See Figure III)

To complete the conic stud for d1 now consider
the hyperbola with foci F1 (0,0) and F2 (,0).
Setthe .cO2stant difference at 1.. Since:

t
1,*,(,1

1.04) "arc" of hyperbola

Fits/4

a

21
S7b

I.

4

,Idi (P,F2) (P,F1)I = 1

or 1(1F2Q1 +1P91'1 -.4P01 + = 1

or [(3 - x) (x)I =1 or 13 - 2x1 = 1.
Gan you pred,that the,:hyperbbia would thus plot
as:

.(See Figure IV)

Figure III

ANIL
NINIF

Domain: -3,]

Figure IV

C.

The conic-under d
2
are similarly "unusual" in

that a circle of radius.2 witli.center at the
origin is a sqUare of side 4 centered in a horizon-
tal position about the origin. -;The ellipaelwith
foci at (-1,0) and (1,0) and cohatant sum 4 is
centered about the' origin and shaped !like:a-stop .

sign. The parabola with 4ocuS (0,0) and directrix
x = -2 is composed of two "wings" whose slopes are
+1 and -1 andwArblunt nose" along x = -1. And,

the hyperbola'gith foci at (0,0) and (3,0) and a
common diffe4ce of 1 is shaped;like tvio opposing
parabolas (for h2).:

Lastly, the conics. e6r:d, are,interesting.
Suppose, for example, the. circle of radius 1 is.to
be plotted with center at the

:

origin 0.

Since P # Q, 4:13 (0,P) = a and thus P is on the
circle. But tas would be true of any, point X- .

where X. O. -Thus the entire plane, except the
origin, ib on the circle. On the other band, if
,the, radius were 2, there would be no points of the
plahe on the circle.

itle reader id left to examir the fate of, the

parabola, ellipse, and hyperbdla under d3.'

.
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)
In conclusion, it is an interesting problem to

define the parattetric equations of the conics
under each metric such 'that a simpler application
of the pltter is enjoyed. As a representative
sample solution, consider the circle of figure I.
Parametric equations for this circle are:

x
4 cos

=
s

I sin + I cos Oland
y

4 sin

I sin 0 1 + Icos et .
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONAL COORDINATOR

James L. Altermatt
Regional Instructional Coordinator

Minnesota Educational Computing ConIrtium

ABSTRACT: The computer has proved to be an effective instruional tool in Minnesota. The Minnesota

,Educational Computing Consortium.has facilitated an increasingly rapid growth rate of instructional

'k

computing. Now that the quantity of computing is significant, attention is quietly turning to improvement

of the quality of use. Individual school concern is the responsibility of the coo inator for

instructional computing. How the job of school computer coordinator is evolving in r nnesota is the,

subject of this. paper.

Introduction

Computer services in Minnesota at all education-
al levels are coordinated by MECC through its three

divisions: Instructional Services, Management

Information Services', and Special Projects. This

,paper has particular refereftce to'the Instructional

Services Division and the instructional timesharing

network as it serves elementary, secondary, and
vocational schools (E/S/V) throughout the state.

GroWth of Instructional Timesharing in Minnesota

Prior to the establishment ofMECC by the 1972
Minnesota legislature,,tnstructional computing in
elementary/secondary sblools was confined largely

to the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitanarea,!as
there were only a few small timesharing projects
elsewhere in the state. The number of terminals in

use, in the past and present are as follpws:

Table 1

1973 - 1974
1974 - 1975
1975 - 1976
1976 - 1977 est.

E/S/V

Terminals
in Use

400

700
800
900

Table 2 shows the numbers of students and schdbl
districts in the state and the proportions of those
that.have access to instructional timesharing:

Total"

StateE/S/V-.Enrollment
enrollment in Districts

(K-12) w /Timesharing

% No.of School
of Districts w/

Total Timesharing*

% '

of
Total

A more graphic representation of the growth of
instructional timesharing in Minnesota is'gained
by examining the maps below which show MECC's geo-
graphical regions in proportion to 'public school
enrollment, both in all districts_and-in districts
served by instructional timesharing.

Map A...MECC E/S/V Regions shown
in proportion to.the average
public school enrollment (K-12)

in each region (73-76).

73-74 990,000 484,000

74-75 950,000 776,000

75-76 911,000 .830,500
ri

* Total number of school distr

49% 78

.82% 243

91% 307

cts in thi state:

18%
56%
70%,

436.

flap C...MECC E/S/V Regions Shown
in proportion to the public
School enr011rtnt served by
MECC in 1974-76.
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Map 6...MECC/S/V Regions shown
in proportion to the public
school enrollcelt served by
instructfontl :firesharing fn

1973.74.

Map 0...MECC E/S/V Regions shown
in prisportion to the public r

OchOol enroilcent served by
MECC in 197S-76.
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.Need for Quality Usage

The substantial growth of computer .usage
in the schools Having been demonstrated, it now
remains to be shownhow the quality of that'usage
has been and continues to be developgd. Obviously

on a statewide project of this size, .quality usage
cannot be developed by a few and serve the needs
of all. To attain quality usage, an effort must
be made within each school building that has access
to the Computer by a terminal device. The super-

intendent of each school district has been asked
to designate a district coordinator for instruc-
tional computing, and for the larger districts to
designate a coordinator for 'computing in each

school building as well. The school coordinator
is the key to quality usage of the computer
within the school. Success or,failure of each

school's computing program, which affects the
total district computing curriculum, in large
part depends on the coordinator. The work of

the coordihatoris thus'reflected in the total I,

statewide instructional computing effort, which
ultimately must provide answers to the question
of,whether or not instructional computing has.

educational value. The following discussion of

various dimensions, of the coordinator position
may be helpful as a model for others trying to
implement a similar concept:

Qualifications of School Coordinator

"The job of school coordinator, lls for many

talents ranging from journalisti ility for

writing newspaper and communicati n articles for
school and localsmedia,lo library techniques,
programmer skills, and accounting knowhow for -
keeping track of usage, time, and storage. At

times the school coordinator is expected to act
as a terminal technician and be able to explain
the terminal operation to students, teachers and

community people. The school coordinator needs

to be a good evaluitor.of the computing program
and be able to recommend,,and implement changes.

Educatiohal backgrounds. of school coordina-

tors vary, but o certain prerequisite is

enthusiasm for, an' knowledge of the vital role

of computers in the ducatiopal process. Some

coordinators come to' he job without special
prior training and learn 'by'doing. Others may

be pursuing,or may have attained a.degree in
computer science. Two Minnesota universities,
Mankato State and Moorhead State, currently
offer four-year degree programs in compdter

,science teaching. A specialist degree for
coordinators is now being offered in some

colleges.

Support for the School-Coordinapr

MECC Strongly encourages. school districts

to support the school computer coordinator by
providing time to attend and sponsor workshops.
Holding individual and small group instruction.

.
seminars, acting as advisor to computer clubs,
and supporting other required computing activi-
ties are also strongly encouraged. School

coordinators, in a given region of the state are

assisted by the MECC Regional Instructional
Coordinator living in that region. Regional

Coordinators meet monthly to share ideas and
materials contributed by educators throughout the

state. In turn, school coordinators meet with
regional coordinators to exchange ideas and

information.
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What. Does the School Coordfnatdr Do?

The tasks of the'school computer coordinaton
are many:

Computer responsibility Users are taught to

respect the limitations of the computer system

and are made responsible for their use. They

are taught to respect the privacy of each indiv-
idual program and to understand the timesharing
concept and use the system accordingly.

Duties Duties assumed by an effective coordin-

ator vary according to the needs of the school

year:

Beginning of School Year

a) Attending compUter in-service workshops

b) Determining a set of. objectives with his

administrator

c) Assisting in finding suitable place to
house the terminal

d) Ordering supplies for the terminal"

Throughout thi"Schobl Year

a) Getting teache*interested and involved

b) Keeping faculty members notiffed on new

programs and ideas

0 Scheduling stUdent'and teacher use ethe
-terminal

d) Representing his school 4istrict at com-
puter meetings and workshops for school

coordinators

e) Keeping administratOrs updated on computer
related information such as the latestin

equipment.and.applications

f) CorrespondingCorresponding with MECC coordinator in

his area

g) Looking for funding possibilities; feder-

al, state, and local agencies and
industries

h) keeping equipment in good working order

i) Maintaining equipment in good winking

order

j) 'Acting as the contact person between MECC
andhis,community concerning special
requests

/



Duties (continued)

End of School Year

a) Evaluating the acbievement ofthe
objectives set at the beginning of the

year

b) Preparing an annual report for
administration and school board

c) Recommending computer courses that
should be added to the turriculum

d) Reordering cO. r9 uter books, files, and

periodicals tljt should be added to

the school library'

e) equipment.serviced for preven-

tive maintenance

f) Recommending any enhancements that
'should be made to the computer program

Evaluating the need for additional time
assistance, and compensation to do the

job and maintain the program most
desirable'for his school

Involvjn9,0thers Some methods used for get-
ting teachers interested and involved in the

use of computers are:

a) Working on a o46»to-one basis as much as
poslible during a first exposure to the

terrillnal

4

b) -Showing how easily copies can be made
for the whole class by having output
printed an duplicating paper

d) Demonstrating the use of simulations

d) Assisting in the preparationof the use
of computers in the classroom

e) Volunteering to teach a class for the
teacher who is hesitant to try it

f) Assisting in,arranging for the hardware
for a video-display so that all the
students,can see without difficulty

If programs need to be written, finding
someone who can write the program

h) Having knowledgeable students available
to assist teachers ant other students
as they use the terminal

-

0 Encourpging students to find computer
applications in multiple areas and

introducing these to teachers

g)

25
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Public Relations The effective coordinator

tries to build awareness of the educational
value of computers not only through contact with
teachers and students, but also through contact-

ing-the community at-large.

a) Writing articles for school, and local and
professional organizations

b) Putting on workshOps and speaking at

meetings

ntering or sponsoring computer-related

c. sts

d) Inviting- ,oc media in for special reports

e) Arranging for loc legislators,to visit and

see how instructiona omputing is used in

the school

Summary

The school coordinator is the key to whethe
not more instructional computing doors ere opene

for the total school staff. A school's'commitmept
to instructional computing should not stop at

dbllars for computer/time and equipment. A total

commitment must be cbmplete and will be successful,
only if it' is recognized that the school must have
a coordinator who is given the opportunity to show

the possibilities of instructional computing.
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AN AT-GUMENT FOR GAMES IN CCD UTERIZE URIALS

Xuata Weusi-Puryear

SCPDT, Stanford Universi`y, Stanford, Califot

N.

ABSTRACT: This paperis presented Is an argument for the incorporation of games in computerized drills

and tutorials, It is based on experiments conducted at the Lawrence Hall of Science, University of

California at Berkeley. The experiments sought an answer to the question: "Can the game elements of a

computerize'd tutorial/game motivate student involvement in the tutorial elements to a degree hilhenough

to produce significantly ftTater achievement than the tutorial elements alone can produce" The study

supports an affirmative response to the question. Students, who had anopportunity to continue their -

participa tion in a game if they correctly responded to randomized exercises, achieved significAtlyiAore

than students who did not have the opportunity to play, even though the ing students fei:rer

exercises.

so

Introduction..

'In the teaching of mathematics in eletentary
schools it is becoming increasingly petou'ar to use

games to aid instruction. The pages of profes-

sional magbzines often captain adver6isemegts for
specialyPdesipned games to teach arithmetic to

elementary school children. The shelves of school

supply stores pre replete with games of varied

descriptions. Schools with instructional computer
systems'create computerized games and trade them

with other schools. In 1970 Gordon' attributed
the following quotation to Boocock and Schild --

it articulated a major theoretical, problem con-
cerning the pedagogiCal value of games.

e

"... the game designers 'are in the peculiar
position of having a technology, or applied
science, before the theoretical science has

been developed. While most' observers would

:441%6 that games do.teach, what'they teach
and why are yet to be preciselymeasured."

. -

In IAWeusi-PuryIar2.partiallyPnswered Boocock
and Schild's questions --

"Games can have a positive pedagogi,cal'value

to matheinatfcs instruction. The motivative

effect of games can be great enough to sig-
nificantly increase studentsllachievement

levels. In particular,, gpmes can signffi-

cantly improve the learning that takes piece

. ;during a computerized drill-and-practice

lesson." .

A,

The study that led to the alqovelponclusion is
' bented in summary'form In thid"papec, it co

tutes an argument' for Clie incorporation
itrcomputrized drills and tutorials. .01

M.

games

Statement o( Problem
.

There are a 'few educational resear apers

that show that students in expepimental,gr ps

using games have done better (and significantly'
better) than students in non-game control groups.
However, it,might.be successfully argued that
these differences tjere,due to agthorne erfeCtos,

school differencei, teacher differences, or

teacher biaset. By the very nature of most educar
tic:a:tall:research that is done' in the claSsioom, It*

is"thfficult,(CT not impossible) to posit ve,iy .
assert that a particular variable produced `par-
ticular effect.

,

4.
In the development of a theory of the pedago-

gical value.oT games'to mathematics instruction it

wi.1 be necessary to determine under naborPtory-,
-Line conditionq if the motivative effect of a
game in teaching arithmetic can produce signifi-
cantly greater learning. (Here "laboratory-like
conditions" means a setting 'and design that close-
ly approximates the type of experimentation done
in the phYsiCal sciences -- whereia quantity is
systematically varied and, the effects of this ma-

': nipulation on other dependent /variables are meas-

-ured.)

This was a study designed to add to our, know-:

ledge of the pedagogical value of games to mathei.°

the game eleme0of a computerized tutorial/game
matics. ,It,so an answer to the question: "Can

.cativate student involvepent in the tutorial ele-
menrS,t0 a degree high enough to produce signiff-.
cantly greater achievement than the tutorial ele-

ments alone can produce?" , .

Procedure

The study used a,4mputerized tutorial/game
called GAM90. There twoplaMkrs Ina GAMBO
tutonialigame: One player is "tl student". The g
tither player, who shall be called '1',Jody ", Is a 1

r

4
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computer simulated pldyer. The computer program

7 also exhibits a third persopality called,"Gambo"
who is the umpire and scorekeeper for the gamer
The-teletype output from the GABO tutorial/game
looks like a script Of a plawith three charac-
ters -- Gam.6o,.the Studenti and Jody. Each player
in turnjs given an arithmatical problem to solve:
after he has committed himself to an answer, his
opponent is given an opportunity to evaluate the
player'sumpire

s
answer: the umpire,presents the correct

i. answer: if the player' answer was correct, he
gets an opportunity to make a move on a 4fee-by-
.-three Tic-Thc-Toe board: and if the player's

answer was incorrect he would forfeit his turn on
the Tic-Tac-Toe board.

The objectof the pile is to gain as much score
as po.ssibie in a limiter ,.] amount of time. In the

GAMBO game a player can receive ten points for
correctly answerinjlthe problem, five pointi, for
correctly evaluating h4s opponent's answer, and
fifteen points for getting three marks in a row on
any Tic-Tac-Toe board. A new Tic-Tac-Toe hoard is
presented,after either player receives three marks

in a row.

.1

, 'two experiments were designed to be part of
one -day- field -trip avities for summer school
classes of San franciTCo Bay Area School dis-
tricts. Each field trip Started with students ar-
riving at the Lawrence Hall of Science by bus from
their school districts in mid-morning. Aporoxi-,

mately 30 students (depending upon the number of
.terminals available that day) were randomly se-
lected from among the students.in the 8- to 11-
year-old age range. "Chose students not involved

in the experiments were taken to the activity
halls where various scientific activities .ere
availabldvfor than. The students in the experi7
mental group were placed in every other seat of a
small auditorium where they received a battery of
tests. These pre-experimental measures were. in- .7..

tended to measure the students' skill in the basic
arithmetical operat4ons;and to inventory their at-
titudes towards arithmetic and arithmetic stress-
ful situations -(such as tests). While they were
seated they were, without their knowledge, random-
1,ydivided into three sub-groups. The selection
was based upon that day's random assignment of the
auditorium seats. After the pre-experimental

testing, twoof the sub-groups were escorted from
the auditorium Co computer terminal rooms con-
taining enough teletype computer terminals for

each member of the group. During the'next forty

minutes: hne.group received a computerized tu-
torialL.onelhouhijibileped,the same computerized
tutorial interwoverrvith'a simulated Tic-TaciToe
game; and the group remaining in the` auditorium
viewed two rums of scientific interest but hav-
ing no relevance to the tutorial. The computer-
teed tutorial was the GAMBO system.Ls. Students
under 10-years -pf-age isceiired,addition problems
and multiplication problems were 'given to the

older students.

The first two groups thetl returned to the
auditoiium.where a post-test was given to all
students on the material covered in the tutori-

als. Students they left them/he auditorium and
tb ether with thenon-experimental group of
stu eptS.had a bag' lunch. After lunch, all,.

studepts had a couple of hours to explore the Law-
rence Hall of Scierice. 'All students had'an oppor-
tunity to play games on a computer without rega-d
to their previous groupings. In'adclion, other

scientific activities were available for the stu-ii,
dents -- physics, biology, chemistry, astronomy,
and mathematics. The experimental situation tar-
ried no risk to the students -- the entire field
trip activity was designed to give all students a
positive experience with science..

n each experimental situation there were three
groups of participants: The full-treatment group
Has exposed to the GAMBO system as described above.
The partial-treatment-group was exposed t o y he same

GAMBO system but they did not see any reference to
a Tic-Tac-Toe game and all score- referenced
was surpressed. The no-treatment group watched t4"444

National Geographic films -- The Chick'Embryo and
Succession from a Sand Dune to a Forest..

0
The partial-treatment group corresponds to what'

is commonly called a "control group ". As closely

as possible we tried to make the difference between
the full treatment and partial treatment the pres-
ence or-absence of 'the game elements durin'ng the ex=

perimental phase. The full- and partial-treatments
were conducted simultaneously in separate rooms.
_Through scheduling we-contraled for possible room
'effects, sex of laboratory' assistants effects, and
their possible interactional effects. A teacher
from the particIpants' school was present in each
experimental room to aid with disciplinary problems,
but they were discouraged from actual participation
in the experiments.

The purpose of the simulated opponent, Jody, was
to proyide a human-like opponent who was "equal" to
the student in ability -- the probability that Jody
'would give a correct answer was equal tothe pro-
portion of correct to total answers previously giv-
en by the student. When we were in the checkout '.

.phase of tile GAMBO system we ran sessions with ele-
mentary school children:similar to those run later

during the experimental phase. WA obStrved that

students did not give the impression that they were
-competrng, with a super-hupan machine. On several
occasions /he Students remarked that "Jody is
stupid," on r,Jody is trying to cheat," or attrtbat-

.
ing other MA& characteristics to Jody. In addi-
tion to the errors Jody made, there was,Jody's
child -like method 0 typing. Whereas arribo.'s pre-'

sentations were done at a speed of 10 characters
per second, Jody's presentations were made -at i-.,

speed of (at best) 1 character per second. When
Gambo had a,message to type the message Was sent to

,tr.T teletype in its totality, thence when the tele-

. type recut a messige.iteerasatyped at the maximum

speed of 10 characters per second. On tle"Otner ***,.

hand when Jody had a message to type it was sent to '

the teletype 1 character at a We .arid this allow=
ed the presentritipn of the MOS'sagt_to'he interrupt-

ed by other users. Vence, when it was ready to

, send. out the next character, a time lapse that may ...*

have varied between a few microseconds and two
seconds would have occurred. This difference in
time was measurable and the program checked 16 make

. sure that the delay was greater than 1 secoad
before it sent out another c erecter. Hence; it

that Jody was doing exactly what the students were
, appeared to someone watchin Jody's presentation,

--
, -
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doing when they typec14-- that is, searching the

keyboard for the next letter or digit:

The function of a no-treatment group is to
statictica//y smooth out'the effects of the high-

ly motivating field trip atmosphere. BiTegress-
ing pre-experimental measures on post-test scores,
using the no-treatment group, we are able to ob-

tain formulas for predicting post -test ;:ores of

the two experimental groups. These predi:ted

scores used as covariants in an analysis of co-

variance on tJe post-test measure provide addi-

tional statistical control. Since ttie no-treat-

ment'group is a randomly selected sub -group of

a. the-experimental participantsp and we can safely

assume that they received no training in the con-
cerned algorithm during the experimental-period,
their performance on the post -test items can serve

as a statistical basis for measuring the difficul-

ty of the items:
4

Summary of Aftalysis Results "

Theregwere 258 studentt who participated in tht

two experiments -- 8h in the "addition" experiment,

and 174 in the "multiplication" experiment.

The students! attitudes toward arithmetic and

their /eves of debilitating anxiety did not dif-

fer-significantly from those Of a large nativnet.---.

sample of fourth-graders3 taken in 1962.

r Grade, age, and attit,ude were much less able
predictors of post-test, score than pre - experiment-

al computational

Most of the errors made by the students were

either very unusual misapplications of the addi-

.

tionlor multiplication algorithms or they were

miscalculations of simple (one digit) sums or

products.

'
The studgrits'l Tic-Tac-Toe strategies wel:e norm-

ally distributed; but thoircorrelations with
other measures were not significantly different

from zero,

Students, who had an opportunity to continue

iiponded to randomized exercises, achieved signi-
ir participation in the game,if they correctly

fitantly Wore than students who did not have the

opportunity to play -- even ugh the game-play-

ing students did frier e cises.

Conclusions

Games can have a p sltive pedagogical value to

mathematics instructio The motivative effect

Igrgames.can be gwat en ugh to significdntly in-

crease studental'achfeye&dt-levelsf..In.pArticu-
tar, games can signifttantly improye the learning

that/takes place durIng a computerized

Footnotes:

1. Gordon, Alice Kaplan. Games for Growth: Ed-

cational Gamesin the Classroom. Palo Alto:
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amine The Pedagogical Value Of A Computer Simula-

ted Game Designed To Correct ErroFs In Arithmeei-
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THE' COMPUTER AND THN.READING TEACHER

Linda L.-4ohnson

South.Mountain High School, Phoenix, Arizona'85040

1.

At.

ABSTRACT' Reading teachers at South Mountain High School in Phoenix, Arizona, have been
rescued from tedium and provided a far more comprehensive remediation program for stu-
dents. .The district computer permits teachers there to enter a student's name, reading
level and needed skills. Thereupon it prints all materials that teach these skills at,
the student's level in the form of an assignment sheet. Eventually, easy-to-understand
objectives and sample post-test items will be included. Teachers also use local compu-,
ters to run computerized readability formulas and to check a lengthy diagnostic test.
Students use the computer to learn various readinskills.

The computer is not yet, the indispen-
sable tool of reading teachers--for years
they have survived quite well without it --
and still do'. However* as sogn_aa,they
learn what the Computer can do for them,
and as soon as they obtain easier access to
this miracle machine, it is doubtful they
will ever allow themselves to be without
one again.

At South Mountain High'School in Phoe-
nix, Arizona,.the impact of the computer
on reading teachers is already being felt.
There the computer has influenced almost
every area of the reading teachers' res-
ponsibilities.

First introduced to South Mountain
reading. teachers in the summer of 1975
when two teletype terminals were installed .

'in the reading .raboratory at'the school,
the computer was almost immediately put to
use for,storing data in a "Materials Re-
trieval Program," a project that revolu-
tionized the placement of students into
suitable reading materials. Other pro-
grams, helping with instruction, drill and
determining readability, were added within
seven months. All prograts were written
in BASIC and run on the Hewlett-4packard
2000F Time-sharing Syatem, located at the
Phoenix Union High School District offices,
to which the two terminals were connected.
Since no money was available fon purchas-
ing computer programs, all programs were
written either by the teachers theMselves,
by the District Educational Computer Spe-
cialist, or by other programmers donating
their efforts.

Materials Retrieval Program

, 2 9

1

,

Ready by September of that yghr was
the most far-reaching undertaking' The
Materials Retrieval Program.

This use of the computer was origin-,
ally conceived as a way of assuring that
benefits of the computer would reach each
studeht and teacher in the reading pro-
gram.

Prior to the arrival of the computer,
the reading program operated with teachers
spending hours diagnosing students and
then "programming" them into materials
that would give instruction and praCtice
in the individual's weakest reading
skills. The materials, and skills were so
numerous that is was difficult for tea-
chers to remember, for example, in which
workbook there was a particular page giv-
ing instruction and practice in distin-
giaishing facts from opinions. As a result,
many good materials were often neglected
in favor of a small number of familiar
materials. Furthermore, the process of
programhing five classes of 23 students
into appfopriate materials suit4d for each
ndividual was a long"one. And once pro-
grammed, students were not often repro-
grammed unless absolutely necessary. '

The computer has solved these prob-
lems. Now when students are assigned to
a reading class, they can be programmed
into appropriate materials rapidly... The
teacher makes the usual diagnosis of read-
ing difficulties and grade level of each
individual. .This` ifcrmation is-typed
into the Computer. Then computer then
prints out an assignment sheet for each
student with just those materials that
teach the requested skills at /the desired

. .
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grade level.

The student chooses from usually leng-
thy lists which 'method of instruction and
practice he wants, be it from a faiziliar
wdrkbopk, a ditto, a game, or even from a
computer to inal. As soon as a student
and teacher,feel that the studentis read
dy, a post test is given and the student
may go on o other skills.

A highlspead printer at the district
computer center enables assignment's for
entire classes to be stored and then-prin-
ted 'rapidly for distributiono individ-
uals by the following day.

In brdef to compile. the data involved
in the Materials.Retrieval Program, teach-
ers scanned page after page of workbook,
and textbook materials fOr skills and their
page numbers. Other materials such as
tape-recorded or film-stripped'lessons were
also examined. Distinguishing especially
clear instructional material from that
which gave merely drill and practice was
begun. Over4300 books and workbooks were
entered and over 100 skills were isolated.

Computer programs, written by the Edu-
cational Computer Specialist, enterec .

stored, edited, and printed the data in a
form comprehensible to thestudent. These
core programs, now in operation, are being'
augmented to include a number of innova-
tions that in the near future will result
in a teacher - developed, computer-managed
instructional system.

Fqr many of the 100-plus skills now
listed; instructional objectives are being
written in the student's-own language.
When the student sees his print-Out next
Fall, he will be able to determine exactly
what about the skill he will be expected to
learn. At the, end of the print-out, sample

.post-test questions will be listed. When
the student and teacher feel hehas attained
the objectives and can answer these types
of.questions,.the student will be post-
tested.

This computer-managed system could be
expanded even further in the future. A
division of the materials could be made so
that each lesson is listed under the appro-
priate instructional objective within the
akin area.

Betause of the quantity, some materials
listed on the present print-out are hard to
locate in the classroom. Adding symbols

'to the print-out titles, putting corres-
ponding symbols on the materials, and_la-.
bAling.classroom locations-witt-galeviate
lhatiproblem'.

Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring

. ,

Developing sufficient pra and post test
.

ques and writing objectives would seem

SOS

te be.extremely time-consuming for the tea-
Chers of one school to undertake,' but these
ptoblems are rapidly being solved by ano-
thet project, called the Comprehensive
Adhievement Monitoring System (1). This

p involves many reading teachers in the,
school district who are developing hundreds
of test questions and writing objectives in
a large reading project of their own.

The questions they write are printed
on cards, pne question to a card. By over-
lapping the cards on a carrier, any number
of Zeroged tests- can be made. The computer's
role i to score answer cards filled out by
the stu nt. Thecomputer compiles summary
data on ea 1.1 student's test results and a
summary of a ira class's progress, also
preparing at r's end an item analysis of
the test questions.

CAPS is useful to any reading teacher
in teaching a wide variety of reading skills
and competencies. eventually, it may be
combined with the Materials Retrieval-Pro-
gram to further develop a computer-managed
instructional system. When more computer
storage-room becomes available, CANS
questions could be entered,themselves, into
the computer for even-faster test construc-
tion. When this becomes a reality, an in-
dividual test suited to only one student
could be rapidly constructed and scored.

Computer-Assisted Instruction
. 4

One way a ,student can learn a reading-
skill at South Mountain High School is
through comppter-assiatekringtruction.' Al-
though very few studies.hAvWc,been'ttlade of
the effectiveness of this'methOd o instruc-
tion, it does seem atrongly motivational.
Most of the student& appear-to-love to'use
either of the two terminals.located in the - --

.reading center; moreover, they seem to pay
rapt attention to the instruction.

At the moment there are approximately
twenty-two teacher-made instructional pro-
grams in reading available for student use.
These teach or.drill 3 several phonics
skills, structural analysis, context clues,
-classification, and fact or opinion.

Several of the eleven reading teachers
at.ethe school have been involved in two
workshops to learn'BASIC computer program-
ming and the Hewlett- Packard Instructional
Dialogue Facility (2)1 offered by the school
district.for system credit.' In addttion,
teachers may create simPle,instructional
drills by filling out dittoed formats and
typing them into the computer. These'can----
be quickly done and require no knowledge of
computer programming.

4
Future plans include the use of the

tape recorder, slides or filmstrips which
-will be,incorporated into additional ins-
tructional computer programs.
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Diagnostic Testing

One of the reading teacher's most im-
pOrtant:tasks is acoprage.diagnosis of the
student's skill deficiencies and reading
levels. A widely-used device for testing
students who read below the seventh grade
level is the Silent Reading Diagnostic.
Tests (Bond, Below and Hoyt) (3). A com-
puter program developed at Arizona State
University not only scores, the eight sub-
tests in the booklet but prints out errors
made by the student so that a thorough er-
ror pattern analysis can be made. Mahy
errors are classified by the computer so
that they can be anajyzed by the teacher.
The computer program accelerates grading
and enhances the diagnostic features of the
tests,

Also being developed at Arizona p-tate
University is a reading test retrieval pro-
gram. Soon, a teacher may be able to re-
quest a listing of just those tests from a
600-test bank that meet the teacher's ape -'.'
cifications. If he has a ninth grade stu
dent reading on a very low level, hp Wil
be able to request tests that would help..
diagnose that type of student's needs.

Readability-Formulas
.

The reading teacher is often 'lled,up-
on to determine the readability r level
of difficulty, of textbooks or,pther read-
ing materials. The best readability form=
ulas they use are often extremely time-con-.
suming and complicated. .,"

The Me-410U Readability Formula (4),
for example, involVes five steps the teach-
er must make. .First,pe teacher must count
100 words from a tiidel passage. Second,
he counts the number of sentences. Third,
he looks up rhoWot the words on a 3060-'
.word list. Fourth, he must remember sortie
40 rules as this list is being consulted.
Fifth, he makes seven computations involving
large numbers. These procedures must be re-
peated foi the several samples of the book
that isieing analyzed.

Other Possibilities
. .

The above-mehtioned'uses of the com-
puter it reading education are only abbe-
ginning. As more atorage and memory becomes
alienable, other schools in the eleven-school
district will be able to use all of the pro-
grams. As more and more reading teachers
come to understand the capabilities of the
machine, new Ideas will be developed and
tried.

One'mo0 idea that will'be on its way
in the ne*.t few months will be a retrieval
system fOr pleasure-reading books by level.
A student 4.11 be presented with a list of
books on his level divided into such cate-
gorie6 as romance, sports, adventure and
science fiction. This program will encbur-
age the creation of a collection of wide'
variety of books in each classroom and fa-
Alitate the choosing of appropriate books
'''to read by the students.

In an individualized setting o1 twenty
or more studets, often reading well below
grade level, the teacher has been moved from
instructor to manager. With the computer,
hopefully, the teacher can spend less time
managing and more time instructing. The
Materials Retrieval Program will include
eventually not just materials that-teach,
but instructional strategies for leachers
and teacher-aides, ideas for teaching a
,skill in small groups or one-to-one.

A teacher supplied with computer term-
inals in the classroom will find that through
their use, diagnosis, instruction, evalue-
tiOnand services to other teachers will
greatly improve. The computer will never
replace the reading teacher. It will cre-
ate a much more efficient and skillful
teacher\instead.- -
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GENIE - A PROBLEM GENERATOR FOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Allan H. Paschke .

Niles Township High Schools
Skokie, Illinois

GENIE is a total software package which provides a full-scale computer-assisted test construction (CATC)
capability on a mini-computer. AWE was.designed and implemented by the author for the Niles Township
Segh Schools, a Chicagoland suburban district of 7500 students. The GENIE system has been in use since

ptember, 1974, and is running of a DEC PDR/8 computer. It has become an accepted and very widely-used
facility in these schools, with applications in four major subject areas.

S

,

In this paper, a brief overview of the GENIE
system will first be given, followed by a more
in-depth look at the features of GENIE.

Overview ,s

With GENIE, a teacher or group of teachers can
create clibrary of subject area questions that
can be subsequently reproduced for use as tests,
reviews, or problem and assignment sheets, or
can.be directly used for individual evaluation
or remedial drill. Although originally
designed for Mathematics, GENIE is now used by.
the English, Social. Studies, and Science
Departments, and is steadily growing in number

and variety of Ipplications.

An important 'feature of GENIE is the ease with
which the final product, a sheet of problems,
can be produced, and flexibility permitted in
the appearance of this sheet. The designer
of the sheet has a great deal of control over
the format of the sheet, including titling,
inclusion of special instructions to the
student, number and variety of copiesproduced,,
interrelation of problems, spacing of problems,

and much more. All this is accomplished
through a concise set of commands that are
either punched or pencil-marked on cards.

A second major point is the organization
allowed in the library of questions. As

questions are authored and entered into a
GENIE library, each is assigned a unique four-

character identification code. Judicious
use of'these codes not only lends orgarkiza-

tion and structure to the conten of the
library, but also facilliates the nner

in which questions ire later retriev fot

a prdblem sheet.

4
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The third iTpOrtant aspect of GENIE is its
author language.. This is a hybrid language,
designed especially for the actual needs of a
problem-generator setting,, with many fbatures
ncluded in response to the requests of author-
ing teachers. A typical question can usually
be written An under 15 minutes, and then entered
into the library either directly by typing it
at a terminal keyboard, or via punched tape.
A full range of editting and testing functions
is provided in the GENIE system so that the.
authoring teacher will have full and, if desired,
personal control over the progress of his ques-
tion from inception to final logging into a

GENIE library.

A Problem Sheet

Although GENIE supports multi-disciplinary
libraries, at present the most fully developed

library is in high school Algebra. And so,

this will be used to illustrate the operation
and uses of GENIE.

,

Alsomewhat typical problem sheet (reduced from
14 7/8 x 11,00 size) is shown in Figure 1 on
the next page. The questions areprinted On the .

left helf of the sheet, and the corresponding,
answers opposite them-on the right. The spicing
of questions and answers is such that, in 'the
original full size, an 8 1/2.x 11 inch sheet .

accomodate all of the question side, but

will .omit the answers (see dulled line). This

is done so that a teacher may use the computer -
printed sheets as masters in a reproduction
'process; fitting the questions onto staffdard
size paper, but without disclosing the correct
answers.

Notice that titles and page numbers are given
above both the question and answer sides orthe.

.
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-sheet so that a teacher can re-match sheets
that may have been cut in the reproduction

'process. (The wide-print header above the

-questions is a luxury permitted us by the .

model printer we have.) Notice also the
directions appearing just before questions

1, 5, 7, and 10; these are independent of
the questions themselves and can bOworded

to suit a teacher's individual preferences.
Finally, the four-character sequences fol-
lowing the numbers on the answer side are
the library reference codes that identify

each question. Note that questions 1-and

2 have.the same reference code, but are
different problems. This is because of
internal variations built into this ques-

tion at the time it was authored. Nearly ..

all of the questions in the Math library , 4

have a similar kind of built-in variety, so
that even a small number of queslions can pro-,

duce,a vast number of specific problems. This

also means that if the same choice of refer-

, ence codes were-used-to produceanother sheet,

the chances of seeing,the same coefficients
and a4owers on even one problem would be re-

motely small. (It is not unusual for heavily
numeric questions to contalp internal varia-

tions that run into the millions.) The result

of this potential for variety is that a teacher
`can-produce equivalent copies of exams for

class use or can create drill sheets of unlim-

.- ited leggth for student'review.

a.

'S

Uses of a Problem Sheet

When GENIE was first made operational, in the
summer of 1974, its first goal was to provide .
a means of producing testing materials only

. for the various Algebra coursestaught in the

Niles high schools. Its strong points were .

seen as 11) the abilitylto produce, on demand,

valid questions frdm a wide. spectrum of topics;
(2). to 'produce similar, equivalent tests for

..---..,
make-up or, individual work; and (3) to do

this with a minimum of teacher effort. GENIE . ,

was totally successful in meeting this ini-

tial 'goal. A teacher's preparation for a
test could now be directed more toward con-

tent and less toward worryin4over problems

that would properly 'work out' or about the

actual writing of a neat and organized
master copy.. The equivalent copies of a

test that we ssible because of internal

question.var tion guaranteed much improved

in -class an ,between -class test security. .

And, perhaps most important of all, the
teacher's Use of the source material

greatly improved thestandardization of
course content and evaluation throughout

thl Mathematics Department and-encouraged
better articulation with feider-schCaNsl.

Aut this'vas-onlylhe.start of GENIE Osage.

During the 1974 -7/5.School year, severit
teacheri found4GENIE so convenient and easy

to Use that they began ,to integrate GENIE -

peoduced materials directly into their

courses is homework and sbOplementary

4;
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assignment materials. This prompted a project

in the summer of 1975 in which GENIE Math-ques-
tions were carefully organized and doCumented
in a Math Catalog, containing nearly 1000 coded
questions. A sample page from this.Catilog is

',shown in Figure 2, on the next page. With this

Catalog, teachers began to correlate assignments,
reviews, and remedial work so that course text -

books.were completely supplemented by GENIE-
produced problem sheets.

When several teachers started to produce GEtilt.
. sheets as remedial work for individual studenfi,

it was only a small step to the next plateau of

GENIE usage. This.was the duplication of cer-

irtain key pages of the Math Catalog and di, trig

bution of these pages to 'entire Math classes.
Students in these classes were given a brief
introduction. to GENIE commands, and were then
encouraged 'to design and request their own

remedial work asthey felt the need. This pro -

'cess'quicRly spread through all the Mathematics
.courses, to the, extent that student requests

alone now average Over 15.0 per week.

: A

Reouestingra-Problem Sheet
.i...

. ,

The fact.thit large numbers of students can
successfully design and request their own prob-

lem sheets may sugg at GEM* commands ili-e

)77(
q" to easy to use. Thi t, in fact, true.

Once the.library refe nce codes for a group of-
qbestionSlre known, there is very little else
to learn before designing a problem sheet.
There are basically only two kinds of GENIE
problem shett commands: problem retrieval com-
minds,,and sheet formatting commands. The sem-

.ple list of commands shown in Figure 3, which
,*oOld proddce the first portion of the-sheet
shown in Figure 1; illustrates both of these

types.

The problem retrieval commands (lipes 3, 4,
and 5 of Figure 3) are simply the library refer-

ence code's for the desired questions. A pre-

fixedfixed number, as the 2 in line 3, indicates -IAWP'

the multiplicity of a particular question.
With this, an entire drill sheet can be produced

with a single command, like 25 SI.AN A.shert-

ened question code, like the S2I in line 4,, 'e

permits GENIE to randomly selett a question '

with a Code matching these first three charac-

ters. Reference codes shortened to two or

even one character allow greaterlfrange'in the

selection of library questions.

'.Although not shown-in Figure-1, retrieval
mods can limit the selection of-the range of
relfeehce cOdes in various other wayi and can
also, guard against -the random selection of

the same qdestionscode,more than once.

The formatting commands used in Figure 3 (lines

1 and 2) illustrate n header command (line
which supplies the title-to be printed at the

tip of each page, and an instruction command
(line2) which gives a phrase to be inserted

at thiA po. t-dn the problem sheet: Only one

.4



Objective
Code

SlA

Question
Codes

S1AA

SlAB

S1AC

S1AD

S1AE

SlAF

SlAG

s.

' Statement of

Objective

Solve a linear sentence with variables on one'-sTa only

4u,:dtions nval":n1-10! 17

Example and Descriptior.

Variety of forms, all
. equivalent to

X + A = 0

AX = 0 or

0 = AX

1 or

1 = AX a

Vpriet/ of forms1-411
to

- X 0

Variety of forms, all

equivalent to

- ( X A ) = 0
r

Variety of forms, all

equivalent to .

- ( A + ;DC ) = 0

Variety of forms, all

equivalent to

( A+X) = 0

.r

.

4

A ip chosen from the integers -200 '

thru 20Q; X is a random letter

A is chosen from the integers -200
thru 200; X is a random letter

A is chosen from the integers -2:4'
thru 200; X is a random letter

A is chosen .from the integers -200
thru 200 (nonzero); X is a random

Ictter

A is chosen from the integers -200
thim 260 (nonzero); X-id-a iinicx-
letter; +- is chosen randomly

A and B are chosen from the inte,---
- 200 thru 200 (B nonzero); 4

randoi letter; +- is (Moser. randomly
.

. A and B are chosen from the intevers
thru 20; X is a random letter

o

, '
, Figure 2P-

Sample page froloi Mathematics Catalog
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1)

3)

4)

5)

6)

5H "'GENIE' ALGEBRA SAMPLER".

'c 51 "SOLVE THE FOLLOWING OPEN SENTtNCES ".

2 ,S1AN. -.

521.

.
$ SINN.

55.

Figure

Sample list of GENIE generator comniands

-1

1

header command can be given, for any problem

sheet, but instruction commends are usually
inserted before each new type of question, as
is done in the qample in Figure 1.

Line 6 of Figure 3 ts an end-of-list indicator
that must be present at the end of each command

list.

*These commands are marked or punched, one to
card, and are then submitted, for processing in

a batch node. (GENIE is not and does not pre-
tend to be an interactive tool for computer-
assisted instruction in the classical sense.)
At Niles, student requests are handled through
an open computer lab, so that teachers do not
have to collect card decks or distribute the ,

problem sheets produced, and teacher requests
are processed via a special drop-box.

There are many.other formatting commands and_
several additiohal options to the retrieval
command, but that shown above is all that is
needed by students in the design of a problem
sheet for drill or review. Teachers who wish

to exercise the greater control desired in
the creation of A test or assignment sheet,

will often use formatting commands to control
question spacing, paging, andnumber or var-

iety Of copies. They may also modify the
retrieval command so that certain problems
are worth morel than others or so that prob-
lems are interrelated, even though they may
contain internal variations. ,While these
flexibilities are important and demonstarte
the full power of .GENIE, it is-TWe fundamen-
tal simplicity of design and use that makes
GENIE the successful tool that'it is.

Authoring a Question

As mentioned earlier, the GENIElauthoi lan-
guage is a hybrid combining th4forms of sev-
eral existing languages and features that are
prObably unique to GENIE. Thelauthor language

is BASIC-like in.the appearance of its compu-
tatiopal statements,lbut adds Several non -.
BASIC functions'fike I,PF (least prime factor),
RPN (random prime number), and, GCD (geatest
command divisor; 2 arguments,). There is even

SRF, which takes two arguments, considers them
as numerator and denominator.of a fraction, and.
prints the fraction in reduced form. These and

other functions, plus,a randomizing operator,
?, make internal variationlary simple to im-plement.;
The sample question listing shown on this

page in Figure4 is short end easy to follow

'FORTRAN,
anyone with a backgroUnd in BASIC or

'FORTRAN. Line 1 of this listing illustrates
ore f the unique features,of the GENIE author
tang ge, the choice assignment statement. In

this-s atement, the expression between o, and

OF is e luated to dete ,ne which of the suc-
ceeding expressions will be assignedto the

left -hand variable. Strings and numeric alues

can be-assigned intexchangeablly to Any-variable.
.

The output statement of GENIE, illustrated by
lines 3, 4, 5, and 6 of-Figure4, allows full
control over the appearance of the printed ques-

tion. Values to be printed, enclosed in the
'E and 3 symbols, can be formatted theMielvei or
shown in a compressed format by default. With

thq exception of the use of special chars rs

and half-line advances, the question can be
made to appear eaxactly as it would if,typed on

I)

2)

3)

4).

5)

6)

C = N INT(1?5) OF ',INCA' , 'CENTIMETERS' , 'METERS''. 'FEET'

A = INT(1?23)

'THE BISEC1QR OF ANGLE A OF A PARALLELOGRAM ASCO'

'BISECTS THE SIDE BC. IF AB w' [C], FIND THE'

'LENGTH"OF BC.!

A: 'BC = (2=4) iCi'

b

Figure 4

Sample listing of GENIE Mathematics library question
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a standard typewriter. The A: of line 6 is on
indicator for the automatic positioning of the
answer portion of the question`

,Figure 5 below gives just two of the many ways,
in which the question listed in Figure 4 may
come,out on a problem sheet.

finaily, it should be noted Oft GENIE permits
questions of various types to be included in

A 1,0F

A 1 OF

Summary

iAls1FLE

THE BISECTOR OF ANGLE A OF A PARALLELOGRAM ABCD
BISECTS THE SIDE BC 'IF AB , 10 CENTIMETERS. FIND
LENGTH OF BC

*344P1RL-EE

THE BISECTOR OF ANGLE A OF A FARALLEIVAM ABCD

BISECT6THE SIDE BC IF AB = 11 INCHES. FIND THE

LENGTH pF up

its libraries. Thus, while the,quegtions

shown in these illustrations have all been
computational in nature with the correct
answers given,.they could just as.well have
been multiple choice, fill-in, or essay. The
answers may be supplied or omitted at-the' 1

authoring teacher's discretion.

Experi'ence has shOwn that teachers unfaMiliar
with GENIE 'and, "fact, new to programming,
can become competent and comfortable in a thor-
ing questions in a couple of days.

THE

Figure 5

Sample problems produced by the question.shown in Figure 4

BAs has been shown, GENIE is effexible, yet
simple-to -use, system for producing computer-
.generated problem sheets. It is useful in .

a wide variety.of manners and in a wide variety
Of.subject areas. While the illustrations in
thjs.article have Peen drawn from a Mathe-".
matical setting, teachers in the Niles high
schools have developed libraries in Chemistry,
Physics, English, and Social Studies as well.

I

BC r 20 CENTIMETERS

/

BC - 22 INCHES

The GENIE system Offers this range,4f appli-
cations on a very small computer (the original
design runs on a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP/8
with. 24K of core). This makes it economical
enough for individual school districts to devel-
op and support their-own queition libraries,
while having others to share from. This ability
to'exist in small computers, with all the- ad-
Vantages this suggests, means GENIE should
find a comfOrtable home in many educational
communities:

NOte: A large ',Onion of.the Mathematics library for the Niles sChoolS was
funds from theIllinois Office of Edt.(cation, Gifted C4ildren Section..

. .

S

I
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COMPUTER CLUB COMPLEMENTS MATHEMATICS CLASSES

Donald W. Moffat

THE BISHOP'S SCHOOLS
Pobt Office Box 1948'

La Jolla, California
92038

ABLTRACT: The art of teaching has advanced with modern techniques but there will always be some students

who have great difficulty learning certain mathematics concepts. It has been found the, just like some
dniidren pill accept love from a puppy but not from a human, some students will accept certain principles
.ofity when demonstrated by a computer. Examples are given to show that a computer can.get weak students

to do her workshop drills, can impress certain rules and procedures on students, and can provide quanti-

tiesof data when needed, Background conditions are given to assist readers in relating the,problems des-

' cribed to their own situations, and comments for further discussion are offered.

You have all fought the 44blem of, trying to
explain a complex relationship,lusing nothing but

a chalkboard. If the relationship is essentially
a dynamic one the only way to show it on a static
chalkboard is to!) make several drawings -- a time-

consuming'procedure.'

And what about those student's who canipt 400r

understand new material because they don't under-
stand basics? They need'dr411, drill, and 'more

drill in basics; they have had ample opportunity
to work problems but.th- can never bring them-.

selves to open the book.

We Oav aund a syneetistic arrangement --
our sma Computer Club and our regular mathema-

tib asses each provide something of benefit

t the other. The result is greater than the

sum of the parts. The arrangement is quite
simple; Computer Club members sometimes visit one
or more classes to describe a topic or to
demonstrate an .application--- other times an en-,
tire class or part of a class goes to the Compu-.

ter Room to observe a demonstration.or for a
'hams -on' session.

The original purpose was to generate inter-
'-est in'the Computer Club to maintain membership.
As the club continued and its members, in learn-
ing to use the computer, improved their general
math knowledge,they started helping other

students; The bilateral benefit became a fact
as interaction between the Computer Club and
regular classes benefited both.

After setting the stage with some background,
I'll give,a few examples that will be of interest

to everyone. Then there, will besome%suggestions
others, to, build on and, finally, there is a

'look at other possibilities%

594
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BACKGROUND CONDITION

First, a desoription of the situation ander
conditions we are talking about, so you will be
able to relate the problem and solution to your
own situation. With this background you can.de-
termine the degree of similarity, and you gen
arrange whatever adaptations are best.

The-Bishop's Schools are a fairly small pair
of gills' and boys' independent.schodlso grades
7 thAgh 12. Total enrollment is 400. A couple

years ago we acquired a Monroe Model 1666 desk
top programmable calculator, and immediately
built a Computer Club around it.' Club members
first spent their time learning to use the
machine in all its modes -- as a keyboard calcu-
lator, using a stored program entered ftotritype .

keyboard, and using h.stored program entered by
way of punched cards, After they learnd to use '
the machine, club members began seeking wa to Ip,

put their abilities to use.

Our upper school offers, in addition to
various arrangemeats and 'combinations of two

years of algebra and one"year of geometry, a
yeari of advanced algebra and a year mfcalculus,
It can be seen that the small size of our student
body (which means a small senior class), puts go,
limit on the variety of electives which can be
offered in the Math DepartMent. Adetipn of a
computer dourse would have strainedtegistratione
in other classes to the point,where our already
small gasses (many atlases have five or six
students, and twenty is the absolute maximum)
could not be justified. Therefore, a Computes .0

Club for those interested was the right answer
for our situation.

0'
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WORKSHOP

Theofirst opportunity for club members to.put
their abilities to use was aMathematics workshop
in,basics. There always seem to be so _ students

!twill& were absent tle day their classes Igere taught

to add,,multiply, subtract, and divide. Those same
indiViduals.are nth ItregY to be the ones who would
.take a book and work problem after problem until
they learn the skill. That's one of the reasons
why they are lacking in basics today. But working

with a computer that's:something else again!
They have to sigh up for a turn at the computer.- -
to have the cipliuter give them problems and. check 1

their answet's. /

Say a student wants to practice addition of
whole numbers. A club member loads the cbmputcr
from a set of punched cards and then the computer
and the student wHo needs help'do all the rest
thetelves. The student first enters the upper

an lower bounds of the numbers with.which he
wants to prac ic,e addition and then a built -in
random numbenikenerator selects the first problem

to be printed. The student, punches her answer on

the keyboard; if it's right the computer prints
out the next random problem, if it's wrong an
error message is printed andthe student tries
again. The random number generator can produce
':without recycling pore problems than anybody

would want ina lifetime.

There is a similar program for giving prac-
tice in subtraction, and it, can be arranged to
give problems with 'positive answers only, or to
include problems `in which a positive subtrahend

is larger than a positive minuend. A wider range

of practice can be obtained by'using theodditTon
program deicribed, and,inter negative love bounds
for.enuMbers in the problems resulting in a mix-
ture.of both arithmetic and algebraic addilton.

In the same way, students can ask club mem-
bers to'load,aprogram for giving theth
Cation and'anb.ther for division prOblems. There

are also programs for giving practiee working
with fractions.

.
4 .

Students work the simplest problems in their

heads. For others they are encduraged to work
the problem on paper and theh enter the answer

on the keyboard. In addition, atter the machine

prints out a problei the keyboal.d leavailable
for use as a calculator; the student can work an,
entire problem, or one,step, or a grog') of steph

on the keyboard.= This feature is important-be-
caupe the reason someorthe students need this
help.is that they never memorized,their,multipli-
cation tables completely and accurately and it

is common for them to make the same mistake
every time they try a certainproblem. As men -.

.lioned if the Wrong answer is followed by the
;CONTINUE button, machine44d student stay in a
loop and never move on to the next problem.

Thepoint is that some student!', when
opening a workbdok and seeing pages and'pages
of problems have tell they can.do to force them-
selves to spend a bit of time On them. These

are the students we.especially want to
A large number of that subgroup will and new

interest inaearning basics ii a compAter gives
them problemsand checks their answers.

PRECISION,.

-01 '

bne,,,thing'our classes. learned from club mem-

beisclaat when a procedure is to be implemen-
ted literally, without benefit of Common senae,
it's necessary that the procedurg be preCise. It

is so easy to get into the habit of,sloughing
through steps .Withant really understanding what's
correct and wrong. The human mind le.correct a
surpriging percedtage of the 'time when it grabs

for something that "seems right "; when'it's cor-
,rect a given percentage of tunes its host ,passes

%he course. .

After Computer club members didjinough pro=
gramming to appreciate the need for precise
thAnking, they talked to chases and entertained
them with tales of :their own frustrations in de-

bugging a program. Students gOt quite involved.
in the exp'snations and were pleased when they

courd spot errors such ad "forgot to reset the

counter before beginning a new series," or some
similarioversight. Some clu members are quitt
good at leading the class to " d" the errors

For a related Situation:Cepsider That old
familiar error of saying that the square root of
2

b2a + b is a+b. this error persists Withbut
limit in spite of explanations, brainwashing, and
low grades. Strangely, some students know that
the square; root of 32.4.. 4,2 is 5, and they might

even go through,the steps correctly, but they so
often follqw.the wrong' procedure when using

or'other-numbers. But let a computer+
point out,that one procedure is Wrong and one is

correct . .

Here's what happened. Under guidance of
CompUtereplubPembers, some class members viorked '<

Ap allow-chart which properly squared, added,
. ,

and then took the square root, as shown in
Figure 1. At the same time some studehts who had
just (for the hundiedth time) written 7 as the
equivalent of the square root 01,32 + 42 were

helped to prepare a flow-chart which would cause
the computer to follow the samesteps they had
taken,.as 'shown in Figure 2. The redicuioeshess

of this protess,was immediately-obi/las to smile
students, and they learned their-error without
going any further. .

' ;

Club members then wrote programs and came
back at the next class meeting to 4xplain how the
program stepsqfoliowed the steps fn the flow -

, charts. Everyone went..to the Computer.Room where'

the programs were loaded along with a framework
program, that 'directed' thecomputer to accept a'

value of a from the keyboard, print ii, accept a
value of:Sfrom,the keyboe'rd, print it print the
answer by the process of Figure 1, print the ,

answar by the process of Figure 2, and return to

/accept 'a T. value fors . 'Students tbok turns

entering a s and b's. MR entered just one on:
two pairs-and 1 6.:blIt by far most of them enter-

ed many', many p irs. Almost all took The printed

answers along apparently looked them over"be-

cause several st dents made comments when we met

t
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again.

)10, e
That same square root problem was buried in

a routine test a month later and no one (not one)
made the same old error.

Of course, the students could go through the
same procedure manually; They did, many times.

And they understood when the error was pointed

out. Many had Worked the expression both ways
on a hand calculator and understood the differ-.

ence. But the error persisted. It seems there
is magic in having a computbr show the differ-
ence between right and wrong.

It is interesting to noie that most stuff

dents would, first enter numbers such as 3 d

4'for a and b. Then they would try pairs wh ch
were not necessarily Pathagorean numbers, su
as 8 and 9, or 20 and 30. Finally they woul
enter numbers they would never try manually,

such as 7628495, or 5.194736. Perhaps it wa
the computer's ability to handle these numbe
without a pause that earned it the student's
respect. Siometim0 they entered the same pa

several tiffs,, as if to see if the computer riffs

Just guessing and might not give the-same answer

repeatedly.

Admittedly the computer was just giving
numerical 'examples -- not a rigorous proof. It

is better for overall understanding and applica-
tion if the item learned is understood from a
basic proof.' But the proof had been given and.
those who were inclined to understand did so;
for the Others the choice was learn from numeri-
cal examples or not at all.

- .
. ,

Along the same lines, misunderstandings
regarding signs.were eliminated, leaving the
only sd.gn errors as those due to plain slbppi-

ness. The background was the same -- students'
had been not quite sure of thb procedure and
were, getting by (rather admirably) with a high
degree -of- Judgment.

The methbd was different in that only the
correct prooedure was flo*-charted and program-

med. Class members made up problems and, with
the help of club members,' prepared flow charts --
club members wrote and explained programs, allOw-
ing for. keyboard entry of variables: Amtypical

problem would bp such as:

x = a+b - c + (d+e) - (f+i)+A-1+1.-7Trk+1-m Y7

Some problems were simpler than this and some in-

cluded fractions and exponents.

Students prepared lists of values to give

the letters -- some positikre and some negative,
and then entered those 'Values. .We had some in-
teresting sessions showing why' ithe computer's ,

answers were correct, but in the end the stu-
dents believed and learned the rules and proce-

dures. When the computer told them that
arnegative 7 is 12, they were convinced.

And then there is parentheses and grouping.

Club members Wrote.programsnto demonsArate
ferences such as between ab and (ab) Al-

. though, they were simple programs, they benefited

*
I

club members and class members alike. Others we

looked at included 1 and sib + c.
wxY

A ab

FAMILIES OF CURVES

11
SoAe students had difficulty in grasping t e

total s3.gnificance of a4change in the constant in

equations such as ; .

y = k(2...)
X'

or y k log x

the standard way has been to make up a table of
sets of X and Y pairs, calculated while holding

k at a certain value. Then, make dp another to le
of pairs while holding k at another value. To, o

this for 5 or 6 values of k, and then plot the
points and sketch the curves with a ,reasonable e-

gree of accuracy.on a large chalk graph, requir d
that anentire class period be set aside. Or, he

teacher could take the finished product to cla
and make a.brief explanation-of how it was pro-
duced. The.disadvantages of either choice are '

obvious and, worse of all, a significant number
of students still missed the concept..

f

But, once again, the computer worked its
magic, and reached Just about eVbryone, and it in
volved every little deviation from the standard
approach. First, the students heart( a standard
explanation of what we were doing and then they
were shown hothe computer would calculate X-Y
pairs for given values of k. Next, a preplanned
program was loaded'and thecomputer was put (to
work printing out.a series of tables. A sense
switch aid:Owed' us to choose either to enter in-

cremental values of )c and x (and then the whole
sera n of tables would be finished automatically),
or Wcould enter a k followid by selected values
of x until we sent t& program back for another
k. After.the tables were piinted, students plot-

ted the points 'quickly,.aacompapied by nodi,of
understanding ffot the others: '

Then, using both table and graph, it was
pure plsasure to explain ho* to work, "If x
varies as the inverse.of x, and if y is 12 when
x is 25, what is x when is 24?" Yuddenly there
was mass understeiding of the fact that any parti-
cular pair of X-Y nuMbel4W is found at Just one
place on the graph,, and the graph'for only one
value of k goes through that point.

Of course, they could have seen the same
thing by calculating the tables. themselves or by

' accepting tables the teacher or someone had cal-
culated. They could have seen it, and many did,

butwhen the computer talked, everyone listened.

GAMES

The first reason for introchicing compdter
games to the, atudents was.to.generate ifiterest"in

the Comphter Club. It workedwell. But a more
important benefit turned out to be that many
students kegan to look forward to talks from club
members on what new game they were developing.
Usually the students were notAnterested to the
pc.int of *anting to learn to program such games,
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but they were fascinated by the idea of playing
games witih a machine. And while being fascinated,
they happenedto pick up a few bits of knowledge
during those talks of what others had accomplished
on the computer.

Theyalso learned a lot about ldgic and rem -.
soning, For example, one of the simplest games
is, "Guess a number." In this game, one player
enteps a number,and then the opponent makes
gueibes; with each guess the computer tells the
guesser whether he is too high or to low. When
the ..YOtrect number, is guessed, the compUter tells

tai many guesses it took and then returns for,the
firs player to enter a new number. The point is
that stadents quickly learned tb,minimize their
gues es by eliminating large blotks of numbers at
a :i.e. They also. learned, when entering the
number to be giessed, to try anticipating the
strategy - :he other player would use, and to avoid

numbel's that would be the midpoint of a logical
block of numbers.

4e progressed through more Complicated games,
eachldemonstratlii some particulalr point, d each
teaching somethird as a side benlfit.

Programming, of tic tat toe wasbiquite a chal-

lenre on this small computer and therefore very-
one involved-learned a considerable amount bout
strategies and about programming. Those whq
worked on the program became unbeatable whenever
'they played a conven2:ional game of tic tac toe.

A very important topic learned from this
game was the use of literals. Since our computer
does not have *matrix subscripting capability, we
used powers of two to represent each of the nine
locations. Therefore% any given sum of literals
representing Occupied spaces uniquely identified
the combination of occupied spaces. Once they
learned how to have the machine identify the
spaces Occupied by itself and by the human player,
the club members were able to completesthe pro-
gram so that the computer would find, in its
memory, thecorrect move for every situation.

It was a very simplistkt approach, and the
computer didn't learn a thing 1- buthe club ,

members learned a considerable amount. ,Besides;
learning the difference between numbers as 'num
erics and as literals, this game taught them how
to think through a strategy. And our Philosophy
teacher was interested in some discussions on
thinking that resulted. Students got to .seriously

looking into the question of following specific
instructions as opposed to following policy in-
structions. itny of them started Oestioning
their own thought processes and there was a per-
ceptible jump in the' number of students who
sought a basic understanding of what they were
learning, rather than trying to memorize a set
of steps to follow. The benefits of programming
this game were' no iced in all d partments.

a -

CONCLUSION,

Just the me as weysee p ople of all ages
aa, "I would t take that fro him" when we
know they wou d "take it" fro another person,

.
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we see students Opening their minds to an explana-
tion when they see that a computer has accepted
it and operates according to it.

There .is a bilateral benefit to having
Computer Club members help out in regular classes.
It is clear that regular classes learned from
these interactions. In addition, many good quest'
Lions were asked during club presentations, and
the club members learned to say that valuable
phrase, "1-don't know but I'll find out and let
you know." They learned to say it and they found
out and reported back. Each group triggered
something in the other group. Of course, the .

Computer Club members benefited the most because
th

1

y were generally members of both groups.

Our big limitation was the computer's cap-
ab lity: If it worked in a simpler language,
ro t students could have learned to write their,
Ail programs and could have gained considerably
more out of the entire exercise. The relatively
small amount of storage limited the types of
programs, especially games,'that could be used.
On the other hand, limited capability causes the
programmers to examine alternative procedures
and to learn to optimize programs. It.also leads
to some discussions and investigations on what
could bedone with additional capability.

Regarding the workihop programs, sire cap7
ability would definitply, be of benefit in allow-
ing for diagnosis and instruction sueroutines.
Itwould also become possible t*co keep cunt of a
student's errors and to work some statistics on
improvement rate.

A school that has an X-Y plotter should find'
it interesting to let students see point's as they
are being grilphed at the,saEe time they are being
calculated. The signifiaance ofaach step might
reach some because of its immediacy. However,
the number watching this live on-line action wt.-aid
have to be limited, and there might not be ti net
gain when'contidering the time lost by having to
rerun the graphing repeatedly for small groups.
Having a student or teacher do the graphs on an
overhead projector or a large chart for an entire
class did not seem to have enough drawbacks to
say that the lack of an X-Y plotter was a serious
problem. ..,

!
.

Improvements can always be made, even withr
out adding capability. In the workshop programs
mentioned earlier, perhaps an "I give up" rou-
tine would be worthwhile -- provision for the
student to admit he's reduced to guessing so that
the computer can give the correct answer and get
on with the next problem. Of' perhaps it could
branch automatically into this routine after a
specified numbei, of errorscare made on any one
prOblat.

One pitfall to watch out for when membemprof
the-'Computer Club are explaining a program to a
regular class; there is -a tendency fop a student's
interest to manifest itself in a ba rage of ques- '
tions that, on examination, go into inappropriate
'amounts of detail. Club members a glad to an-
'swer such questions but nothing s gained if the
answers do not really lead to a 1 arer under-
standing of the method. .

sr
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Even though there are no doubt other improve-
ments that could be made, the idea of using a Com-
puter Club to conplement regular math classes seers
to yield the benefits expected, plus several side
benefits.

1

Al
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TEACHING THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
SING LOW COST COMPUTER AUTOMATED DISPLAY TECHNIQUES

Art Chapman, Assistant Professor
Phil Winninghoff, Assistant Professor

School of Architecture and Environmental Desig9,.
* California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obis08% CA 93407 .

ABSTRACT: With the adve$ of low cost graphical
reasonable cost (under $ ,000) sufficient comppt
and manipujation of 3-D images. Using a stand al
auxiliary storage devices, envitronWantal design s

a.

isplay devices, it is now possible to purchase at
r power and peripheral devices for the generation .

ne system of mini-computer, digitizer and cassette
udents experience form generation in a more

comprehensive and expeditious manner than is possible using conventional studio methods. A variety of
computerized form genehation techniques are discussed.

One of our responsibilities as instructors of
enviro Mental design, which'covers ve degree
progr (Architecture, Architectur 1 Engineering,
Landscape Architecture, City Planni and

Construction Engineering), is instr tion in basic .

principles of three-dimensional pro ction and
form generation. These principles e directly
interspersed in seteral of our intr uctory courses
and subsequently applied ip many of he advanced
courses. At the introductory level, a great deal
of emphasis is placed upon students cquiring a
proficiency in spatial perception. This instruc-
tion is of critical importance in environmental
design education since most building design or
urban design problems are associated with the
definition, shapirig', grouping and description of
three-dimensional forms.

The approach used to deliver, three-dimensional

.projection instruction is to .tart by examining
two-dimensional 'views of solid objects, and to
have the student describe the obl*Ott-tfiree-
dimensionally by the use of conventional" isometric
and perspective hand drawings. The student th %n .

finds out if his perception of the object is
correct by submitting his solution to an
instructor who evaluates the student's work.
Subsequently, the student'is provided.mith an
opportunity to compare his work with that
produced by his colleagues as' well as,a dovect
solution obtained from the instructor.
Unfortunately, this procedure is subjected te.a
time delay of usually four or five days beforgi,
the student receives the desired instructional
reinforcement from the instructor's evaluation.

It is most imjortant that this time delay be
reduced to a min mum. If the instructional
reinforcementso ldbe-receivedPy,the students
qdickly, the i ct would enhandethe'thret-
dimensional vis alization learning process. To
accomplish this end by placingkhe responsibility
of instant feedback on the in; ructor is limiting %
in that lerequires the course material to be
restrictbd I to a defined set'of problems., all of,

which have master answer sheets. However, in !

order to iVe the course some degree of

.r

.e

flexibility in content, it is desirable to make
changes in the problems each school term..

Another negative feature'of this process is
that when the student mechanically describes a

three-dimensional form it is usually with only one
view of that form and by this it is assumed he has
mastered a visualization of the object. It may be
the case,that much of the form hidden from view or
only,partially in view is not understood and quite

, possibly the student chose a particular view
because it was the only one he could draw
accurately.

An effective solution we have found to the
problems is the utilization of an electro-

mechanical drawing device composed of a digitizer
connected directly to a programmable ,calculator
which is in turn connected to a digital plotter.

This configuration is capable of converting two-
dimensional drawings into three-dimensional images.

Students then check their work di4ctly against the
solutions provided by the device. It is the nature
of tfiis type of electronic system developed that 4
requires a person to trace the appropriate lines in

the two-dimensional views before a three- -

dimensional image can be obtained, which is a
similar process to the conventional mechanical

. technique where.we require the student to redraw
elevation views to familiarize himself, with the
object. As the student traces a two-dimensional
line, its three - dimensional counterpart is
produced. Accordingly, the student recognizes
instantly whether the correct line is being traced
as the three-dimensional image emerges. If the
student has any innate ability to think three-
imensionally, this reinforcement will improve his

lity considerably. It also quickly exhibits
13 Tizati6 'ftfittencies.-

bOO

Aftekin estigating many manufadturers of
programme le calculator equipment esired, we
found at e time (mid-1974) that/the Hewlett- .

P4Ckard wou d be most cost effective apd satisfy
our needs foi,single station use. The items
purchased were as follows:

45
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ITEM 1. 9830A Calculator:

This item was chosen because it-used a standard
programming language and subsequently provided the
students an opportunity to learn a standard
programming language as well as make,useof the
graphic capabilities of the device. This capab 'fl:

ity also allows the equipment to span into other
areas of our inaructional program when not being
used for the application described'in this proposal.

ITEM 2. 9866A Printer:

The prograrmable calculator' required pre-
,programorinvfor various applications. This

.programming was not extensive because of the
simplicity of the programming language. Adequate
progr4FG for this application can be written in

one day. It was essential that a printer be
provided with the calculator to obtain listi gs
of progr4ms as they were developed.

ITEM 3. 9864A Digitizer:

This equipment serves,as thenput device for
coordinate information.

ITEM 4. 9862A Plotter:

This plotter was chosen for this project for

the following reasons:

1. It provides hard copies which are required
for review by the instructor.

2. It interfaces with the 9830A calculator
with the maximum simplicity.

3. It does not require special. paper.

ITEM 5. Option 272 - Read Only Memory:

This provides the interface between the various

convinents.

This entire package was under 520,000.
Approximately 300 students have required projefts

1 on the system throughout the academic year, plus
there is use by a greatmany students wRo liave.the
option of using this equipment for three-dimensional
projects in advanced courses. Attachment 1 provides

a brief users' manual for the basic perspective

generating system_

Figure 1 is an example of a typical plan-
elevation to three-dimensional translation
performed by a beginning student. '

More advanced uses include the Making of
animation movies"(see Figure 2).,This is
accdmplished by picking.a seriecof view points
that can sequende a viewer through a scene.

Photographs are then taken of the individual
frames, then the photographic sequence becomes

the movie.

A third major use is In basic design,

Investigations.. A corm infrbd tory problem

is the concept of form neratio based on

abkract unit growth wh ch requi es that
repetitive primary uni be int related in such

601

a way that they establish logical patterns
determined by sets of established rules. Growth

concepts are tested on the system by a repetitive
design program which allows the user to define a
primary unit--any three-dimensional form--and
attach another primary unit to any edge, surface
or point on the eriginal unit and continue to
repeat this attach process. As this procedure

takers piece, the entire object can be rotated
with the perspective program thus achieving
rapid form generation and visualization.

Two deficiencies can be noted in the %system.
First, because of the number of students involved,
the single work station, concept is confining. We

are in the process of expanding. ,Second, when At

is necessary to make several plot , either to
achieve the proper angle of view desired or fo
group objects into scenes and produce an
animation sequence; there is a short waiting
period for a number of drawings to be generated. .

This plotting problem could be eliminated, at a
considerable expense, using a refresh type .

cathode ray display, which is capable of
1 dynamically regenerating views, instead of the

1 plotter. But this eliminates the hard copy
output which is necessary in a student environment.

This system has generated a good deal of student
'enthusiasm. They gain insights about perspective
which can only be acquired through more tedious
exercises. Plus, they have the possibility of
produting fort animation,and growth generation
drawings that would be.impractical to produce in

any other manner.

4.6
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FIGURE1.. TYPICAL ANIMATION SEQUENCE
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ATTACHMENT 1.'

ABBREVIATED PERSPECTIVE SYSTEM MANUAL
. -

INTRODUCTION

This manual is intended for. use by students
and faculty in thb operation of the perspective

(.1-- system. The system consists ofa Hewlett-Packard
9830A Calculator, a 9862A plotter, a 9864A
digitizer*, a perspective system cassette anddata
file cassettes.., ' .

Each data file tape ii capable of storing 45
separate objects with up to -MO lines each. At
each object stored on the da4 tape the user
is Aka for a protect code which will assure that
no subsequent user can copy over that file. When
a file is copied over, all of tie previous
information is replaced by what is currently in
the data portion of the calculator's memory.

Crying is accomplished with a STORE command from
tie Ogitizer's menu..

OPERATION .

" The functionof,the perspectiv system iv to
allow users to trace plans and elevations on the
digitizer, and have the lihes they trace'
translated into perspectives-on the'plotter. The

first step in the procedure is to align the plan
drawing in the proper orientation for the view
that is desired and to place theelevation on the
ground line. The.plan drawing must lie entirely
within the range of the tWatl.ines radiating from
the eye station.

The foll wing figure illustrates a standard
chart that consists of two sheets and is taped to
e sur e of the digitizer. The drawings should

be ced under thb standard chart to dive the
digitizer cursor a flat, Obstruction-free surface
to be Moved on. The' cursor must remain close to

the digitizer surface or it,will lose its
reference position and-a-beep-wil4-sound. If

this occurs, the curSoris position can be easily
reestablished by placing it at point "0" on the
char; and pressing button%"&"

START-UP PROCEDURE

1. Turn on the calculator, plotter and
digitizer.

2. Insert the perspective system cassette.

3. Press "LOAD"; after Fr 'press "REWIND."

4. Remove the system cassette and insert the
datattape.

5. Press "RUN" follAtd by XECUTE:"

, .

0 , .
'should 'clause the message "BEGINLDIGITIZIN5,0TER/ ,

THE BEEP" to appear on the calculator display.
T he screen will,go blank when the calculator is

t..

The calculator should respond wi "SET 0 AT ORIGIN
AND EXECUTE" shown on the display el. Next the
'cross -hairs of the cursor should be moved to the
intersection of the picture plane and the center
of vision on the digitizing surface. Press button

"O."' If it is not already on, the red light on
the cursor will light up. The next'step isto
press "EXECUTE" on the calculator keyboard. This

wittingpfqr an entry from the digitizer.
.

°AERATION\
-

-
*. 4-:4

VI.p,

«0 .'

..The vser
.90

decides upon
4-.

what operation he wants
ithetem to perform. 'Commands are given
-throulh the digitizer cursor& from the plan oe
elevation for drawing_operaeons, or from'a menu
at the lower right corner of'the chart.. Some
commands (e.g.,'rotation picture plane movement
and-height of viewer) are entered through the
calculator keyboard (with the exception of the
STOP command). These commands are asked for by
a ssage displayed ono the display screen.me

R COVERY

. . .

. If at any gme the 1.1:r wishes to interrupt

the system, he can do s by pressing "STOP." The
proCedure far continuing the operation at a place
where the system will ask for further instructions
is "CONTINUE 100" followedby "EXECUTE."

INSERTING DATA TAPES

It is not necessary to turn the calculator off 1

to insert a different data tape: The procedure
is to place the cursor on the- bettoe box of the
menu and press "S" (a labeled button on the
digitizer cursor). After the tape has rewound,
exchange it with the other tape and press "RUN
EXECUTE."

DRAWING PROCEDURE 1,

First, be sure that paper is on.thelotter
bed and the chart hold button is dm. If the
drawing procedure is' begun direc4ly after the
calculator displays "BEGIN DIGITIZING AFTER THE
BEEP,"_no picture plane movement or eye height

information will have been entered. Imthis case,
the calculator will establish, the picture plane
five inches away from the viewer and his eye,
thrte incbes above the ground atthe sca of the
chart. The user has the option of st ng the
drawing by placing the cursor on ei er the plan
or elevation- If he chooses the elev ion,

nothing will happen at the plobten,' but the.rtd
light on the cursor Vill blink when he presses
the "S" button on the digitizer. This tells him
that he His made an entry to the calculator which
tells it tht relationship of the elevttion of the
,point to the grouid. If he then takes' the cursor.

to the plan view and presses the "5" button on
the digitizer, the plotter arm will move the pen
to the prokar place on the plotter bed and set
the pen down. If he.moves the cursor to another
point in plan and presses "S" a tine will be
drawn--in perspective parallel to the ground at a

dispnce established when "S" wag set at the-
eldVition. If "S" has not been initially set at
the elevation, the line.mill be drawn on the
ground. ..

. .

'To draw vertical lines the cursor is taken to
the elevation where the height is reestablished A \.,
and then back to the same point in plan. To drav4

sloped 14nes the cursor is brought back to a
different point in plan after the height has b en

.. ,



. . reestablished. - . ,
. .

. Toi.go to'a new point without -drawing a line, -
. the cursor Is taken to the "F.'Ett UP" boe on the menu`

and "S" is pressed. This action lifts the pen. t
will remain raised until' it his been repositioned '

4. to a new point on the drawing, at which time it ., '
will go baok down. .

4 i
i

If the user Makes a mistake, and draws a line
he does nit want, he can move the cursor to the
"DELETE LINE" Box on, the menu and press-PS." '
The pen will raisefand ,be repositi,onedr at the .., start of the deleted ling. This jine Will be
removed from the data file; , ; ,.

!STORING DATA FILES I

I.
At dry tifnefn the draWing operation the tiata

This is 'done by sit ting the cursor over the'"STORt"

the
by thouser an be stored on the data tape.

box on'the menu and pressing "S." The talcdlator .
will ask fo the fi e number which is to be keyed
in at the k yboard., If the file is open, that is,
if its protect code is zeio, the' calculator will
ask for a new [vote t code and store the data.
Protett codes are any four-digit nutters. If the
file has already bee assigned eprotect code, .

the user must be abl to key it in when asked
(before the calculator will store data in that
file).d Storing data into a file completely
erases what was previously there and replaces it
with everything currently in the data portion of
the caulator's memory. .

J

1-
'

Or

:

RESCALE I -',Itescal es all -the- values in the date
skt currently in memory by the . .
specifiest scale factor.

RllSCAlf' III - Rescials all the values, in memory '
by a di fferent specified scale factor

-for:the width, dppth and height of,,
the object.

LOADING DATA PILES
, "
;Me "LOAD" instruction is used to being data

that,has been previously stored back into the
calculitor's memory,. Before new drawing data can.

be added to -the data set, it must be redrawn or
repositioned as disOusied in the following
sections.

SUFMARY OF' COMMANDS USING THE DIGITIZER' AND THE MENU

PEN UP-- Raises pen

DELETE LINE - Rerroves the last ,line drawn from the
data set and repositions the pen to
the start' of the deleted line. If
the last command was a PEN UP aonAand,

."S" On the digitizer should be
pressed, twice.

SCRATCH - Erases the data set. , 4

s. .

REDRAW - Asks for view information and redraws the
data set currently in the calculator't
memory; .

REPOSITION - Asks ,for positional, as well as view,
information and redraws the data set
currently in the calculator's memory:,

LOAD - Brings a data set from the data tape into
the calcul'ator's memory.

STORE - /Saves the data set currently. in the
ca 1 cul ator's memory on the, data tape:

I

' r
:
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REPOSITA BOUNDARY

1 PICTURE PLANE

INITIAL EYE HEIGHT

(Place elevation of obj'ect here)

zwiym LINES

EYE STATION

PEN 'UP

DELETE
LINE

SCRATCH

REDRAW REPOSITION

LOAD STORE

'RE'SCALE I RESCALEIII

SET "S" HERE
BEFORE CHANGING
TAPES OR SHUTTING
DOWN SYSTEM.

STANDARD PERSPECTIVE DRAWING CHART

bob


